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loss of wlrich hc lamcnts' is for the clrormous majority'
a machine"' The Communist ManiJesto'
*cios
to
rrx'rtr
trrrining
n

"'l'ltrtt t'ttlt.ttrc, tltc

I
Le num6ro q6 dc LA nONSEn lSeptembre-Octobrc) est plus particulierement ax6 sur Ics probldmes d'histoirc
litt6raire: il conticnt sur GOETHE,

€tude plus approfondie.

S0 EAST

T'ke MIytk

moderne

1936

XIII,

FaIl,

LA PENSE,E

ADMlillSf RAtlOtl I abonnementet SerYiGe
de Ycnte h l'6iranger, 6f, boul.Yard
Auguste Blanqul, Paris' 13e.

\(xTllsTERN IINION, the Brussels Pact, and the comic-opera
counterpart in the
VV ;'P"rliament" at Strasbourg have theirdeveloping
a propa-

battlc of ideas. For some time there has been
tradigarrcla campaign around the theme of the "'lilest European
,,values,,-a
by
articles
books,
by
campaign conducted
tion,, and its
in Press and periodicals, and o" tt'" g'g'C' A set of radio talks'
since'
;;g"" t" Julylof last year, and continued at intcrvals ever
rcach
to
attempt
an
l"r-, of .peciai interest because it represented
semiand
official
top-rank
by
tn" *ia"rt possible "serious" audience
official publicists.
First'
Three elements ean be distinguished in this propaganda'
we
our-civilisation'
of
origins
there is an historical argument' The
-lvhose
Rome'
and
Greece
are told, are to be forind in ancient
by the
heritage was preserved for us through the 1\fiddle Ages
Roman
Holy
the
and
n Church
,p""iri "rr" o? the Holy
Empire, and from these th
of modern Western EuroP
theory go further, and
heritage of classical an
out significant breaks
clusivcly, to the favoured nation
that this tradition embodies certain "permancnt values"-truth'
persist essentially
kindness, tolerance, freedom and so on-which
rise and fall of
the
unaltered through the ages and transccnd
left undefined;
arc
values
material civilisations. GJrerally these
offered the
1948)
5th'
August
though Sir Harold Butler (Lisiner,
democracy:
and
freedom
by
following summary of whaL"we" mean
our orvn
"Wc all want to be free to live our own lives' to think
choose
to
want
We
other'
each
thougl'rts, to say what we like to
opposition'
political
of
right
the
our owlt govcrnmcnt and to have
about by a
We hatc thc irlca of bcing dictatecl to, bcing ordercd
arbitrary
an
by
bullicd
bcing
governmcnt wc catutot Zontrol,
3
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police, being told what we must say and think. That is what we
rnean by democracy. That is why we hate the whole concept of

the totalitarian State."

rise of a
to talk

ss

ediency";
expediency"; whose attack is directed both from within the citadel

ional
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"luus rrow llcr'<,tntr thc vehicle of organised political forces,
ctrrlgt'rl r,vil,lr politi<::r,l content; it has come into iis own as an
irlr,okrgicrll srrrol<cscrcen behind which the militant upholders of
'Wr,slclrr I,riurlition' hastily seek to maneuYre into position the
corrrpcllirrg urtillery of the atomic bomb, it is the battle cry of the
flrilislr (lrrrrncil and the Anglo-Saxon equivalent of 'Bl"tt uncl
llotlt:r t' " (llumanitAs, June, 1947).

Ml II. V. llodson, speaking of the Empire, madc the point very
fi'rrrrl<ly (Listener, September 9th, 1948):

"Ilere is approximately a quarter of the 'lvorld, measured
t:jther by land mass or by populabion, an asset whose value in
cithcr cold or hot war can be best gauged by imagining how
calamitous a change-from our \Mestern point of view-would
come orzer the balance of lbrces in the world if some non-\Mestern
Great Power were flrmly established, let us say, in India. The
preservation of the Western tradition in this area is thus one
of the greatest contributions which thc British Commonwealth
has made to the wclfare of mankind and has still to makc in the
future."

n contains

enough contradictions
to say: "'[Ve are not dcfending a
cstern Europcan tradition,, at all.
as

II
Before we examine
we must consider for a
bcing put. One can hard
the effrontery of these le

ir

argument,

o which it is
first place by
heir audience

'4

The "Western tradition" propaganda is, in practice, a defence
of Western Union; that is, of the metropolitan countries of the old
nited in their
imperial systems-Britain,
n hostility to
im
thc
on
dependence
new
the colonial
the Soviet Union and th
peoples. This is what we are to defend under the name of our
"common European heritage of Hellenic culture, Roman la'w, and
medieval Christendom." Now that we are faced with progressive
deterioration of our living standards in consequcnce of the }larshall
Plan, and with further surrenders of our economic and political
independence, it has become more than cver necessary to persuade
us that here is something worth fighting and perhaps dying for,
certainly'worth going hungry for. Moreover, the appcal to "liberal"
principles is specially useful now because the more directly reacii.,,r,rry ideologies-fascist and near fascist-have been heavily
discrcclitc<l irr thc warl instead, democratic freedom is to be extendccl, t:vclt to thc cncmies of democracy; which convcniently
enables Libcftrls, Itight-Wing Social-Democrats, ancl Ftr,scists to
unite in supllort, of Llrt: satnc social systcm-all in the name of
Western Yalucs.

Tke Nfoderru Qwarterlly
III
The historical argument itself is open to scveral objections. To
"continuity" of the "Western" tradition is not borne
out by the facts. (The invocation of this "continuity" to lend an air
of respectability to the political philosophy of Mcssrs. Attlee and
Bevin is, of course, a mcre vcrbal juggle.) Thc cconomic and cultural
basis of the latc Roman Empire was not in Western It)uropc at all, but
inthe East l\{editcrranean arca. The same is true of the early Church,
whose languagc for the flrst two centuries was not Latin but Greek,
and vghose intcllectual centres werc in Africa and Asia Minor.
Furtlrer, it is not by any mcans clear how the Church "prcserved
and transmitted the bcst of classical culture." What we do knolv is
that from the fifth ccntury at any late thc Church was profoundly
hostilc to the pagan culture of ancient Rorne, and regardcd it as
the work of thc devil. In any case, long bcfore that, the classical
tradition had decayed. Slavery had destroyed alike the economic
begin with, the

Tke A,ltytk ,f Westerru Ciuilizatiota
cxl,r'rttritttl irrg l,lrt: rtllllrltlcnts of Catholici
lrooks: lrrrl llrcrc is ltlt'rrt,y of cvidence of a
opposil,iort l,o l'rl1xr,l stll)rcmacy in various
l,lvcll'l lr rr.rrrl llrirt,t:cnth centuries. Before
wt:r't', ol' ('()rrt's(), considerable differences between the various
rrrrl,iottrLl t'lttrt't:ltcs, such as became evidcnt at thc Council of
(lrtts[,tt,ttt:r'.

all is the suggcstion, intendcd to make us lool< down
<lrr llrr' "tttrcultured" East, that Wcstcrn Europe has somchow
" Wt'rr,licst, of

Rome." TilI the late Middle
eties in the world v'ere those
or Arab. To the Arabs the
ons of classical learning, and

prosperity and the spiritual vigour of the Empire. What was

required was not dcfcnce against "barbarism," but a new infusion
of creative cncrgy, which only the barbarians (because of their
relatively free tribal institutions) could give.r Again, it is easy to
ovcrestimate thc "continuity" by which the learning of the ancient
world was carried on in, say, the Carolingian schools: mcdieval
standards of scholarship 'rvere oftcn atrocious, and thc repetition of
classical phrases is much more in evidcnce than any genuine persistcnce of classical thought. The samc is truc of medicval civil law,
rvhere "it was only the form which was provided by the Roman
law, while thc substance was rooted in the contcmporary social
sttuctutc."2 As for the political traditions enshrined in the Holy
Roman Empirc, it is sufficiently notorious that the creation of
Lco III .was "not Holy, not Roman, not an Empire, but otherwise
very suitatrly named."
With the "unity" of medieval civilization rve shall fare little
bcttcr. Traube and more recently Coulton have emphasised the
difference betwgen the possibilities of a rich and unitary cultule
provided by the Latin tongue, and the historical reality. The
fabric of medieval Europe was constantly torn by the feuds of
rival kings and princes, of Emperors and Popes. Within the
Church itself, a semblance of unity was maintained largely by
1 Cf. Engels, Origin oJ the Family, pp. fC7-78.
2 Kantorowicz, ciJ. Barraclortgh, opt. cit.

foundation of law."r After his time there were many outposts of

thouglrt of Aristotle to the West'
'I.hr:rc ncvct has lteen a west European civilisation sharply
marked o[[ run<l isolatcd from the East. In the 1\{iddle Ages there
were countlcss cotrtrlcts by pilgrims, by traders, in the Crusades'
1 N. II. I}rytttrs, 't'ltc llgzanline ltrmpire, p'195'
7
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Poland was Roman Catholic; Bohemia had close links with France
and England. In the fiftecnth to seventeenth centuries Eastern
Europe was largely occupied with the attacks of the Turks; but even
these wars were to a certain extent a unifying influence, a task
shared by East and West. The influence of Francc on Russia in the
eighteenth eentury and of Russian litelature on the West in the
nineteenth are well known. Above all, Marxism, born in the
European-wicle rnovcment of the 1848 revolutions, stands out as
the supreme achievement of the Westcrn tradition-thc crown of
English political economy, French socialism, Gcrman philosophy;
and Marxism has won its first decisive political triumphs in the
East. When Europe has been divided, as in the Rclbrmation or
in 1848, it has been divided not. between East and West, but
between the forces of progress and reaction.
It is of course true that in the last 3OO years, certain states of
Western Europe havc been transformed by the development of
industrial eapitalism, and their cultural history has taken a
somewhat different course. But this has meant neither their
isolation from the rest of the world-rather the reverse-nor the
effacement of the common traditions of 3,000 years before. Within
the European framework capitalism has made possible the development of various national cultures, whose interaction has been
extraordinarily fruitful. To its special role as the cradle of
industrial capitalism, Wcstern Europc owes alikc its industrial
pre-eminence Qsis-d-ais the East) and thc acuteness of its social

and political crisis. Its culture likewise is the culture of a
capitalist society, and is necessarily involved in thc crisis of
capitalisrn. Thus the critique of Western civilization is a critique
of capitalism, and the dcfence of Western civilization is a defence
of capitalism.
To-day the division is ncither between East and West, nor
between "Christianity" and "paganism" or "materialism." It is
between the tiny handful of politicians, bankers and militarists
who rule the U.S.A., with their satellites and puppets in Europe,

on the one side; and the great mass of the peoples of all countries,
who passionately desire peace and social progress, on the otherthe few against the many. If the history of Europe is being drastically and unsoundly rewritten, it is done with a purpose: to conceal

the fact that the real divisions are not geographical but cJass
divisions; to set the West agaiust the East in the interests of
capitalism.

Tke Altytk
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IV

Wlrrr,l, is llrc rx:l,tttl condition of Western Europe to-day? The
rnrrsl, r'onspituotts l'ca,turc common to all countrics of Western

llniorr is tlrtir growing economic and cultural dependencc on the
llrril,r,rl Sl:Ll t's. 'I'he report of the European Economic Commission
llls rrrrrlr,r'lirrctl what was already evident from thc lccullent
sl,t'r'lirrg cris<rs: the mounting unemployrnent in Belgium; thc com;lrclrt'rrs;ilrlt: failure to produce a surplus by adding together sixteen

(or r,r,r'rr ninetecn) dcficits; the chronic and ovcrriding dollar famine.
lr)r,orronric dependence on the U.S.A' is not being reduced by
M rrrshlrll Aicl, ancl it nevcr was thc intctrtion to reduce it. Culturally,
lVcstcrn Europe is exposcd to invasion by the worst of American
rrrrss-produccd culture, its screcns monopolised by Hollywood, its
radio stations plugging the same crooncrs.

Politically, Sir Harold Butler's freedoms are less in evidence
than the steady encroachment on such political liberty as used to
exist in capitalist democracies. "Freedom to live one's own life"
perhaps ncver mcant quite so much to an unemployed miner or a
locked-out cnginccr as it did to Sir Harold Butler; while the horror
of thc bourgeoisie at the prospect of being ordered about by a
government "wc" cannot control has long been notorious. West
European governmcnts are to-day cvcn remotcr from control by
the mass of the people than they havc been hitherto, through the
huge growth of permarrent bureaucracies and the relativc indepcndence and inaccessibility of the cxecutive. As for arbitrary
police, it would bc difficult to imagine anything rnore arbitrary
than M.tr.5, or the ne\y powers to arrest or dcport on suspicion enjoyed by the police at Hong Kong. Freedom to choose one's own
governmelt has, of course, never existed cven in name for the
great majority of "our" colonial subjects; in the metropolitan
countries it is daily becoming less of a reality. Thc case is much the
same with the right of political opposition and freedom of thought.
So long as you oppose in the right way, so long as you freely think
thc right things; so long, let us say, as you support thc Marshall
Plan, so long as you are uot too pro-Soviet, so long as you demand
no lirrr<liuncntal social changes-excellent. Otherwise, you can
hartlly cxpcct to bc given access to the radib, to the big Press, to
the cincnra scrccrl: you nlcy not even be allowed to teach. Freedom,
ttpermanent value," is to be exso far fronr bcitrg ttr "llllsoltttc" or
tended just as far as su,l'cl;y suggcsbs-and to-day that is not very far.

'l[ke Nfodlerru Qwmrterly
In such a society it

is not surprising that the scientist feels him-

self frustrated, since an ever-increasing proportion of research
must be devoted to wal, while his discovcries must be kept secret
for "sccurity" and the threat of the purgc hangs over him if his
opinions are "unreliable." It is not surprising that art, poetry,
philosophy appear to have run into a blind allcy; that irrational
and mystical philosophies are constantly propagated. We have
here all the symptoms of the decay of a soeial system-eeonomic
bankruptcy, political centralisation and incrcasingly autocratic
govelnment, ideological confirsion, spiritual impotcnce and despair.
This is why the leaders of the Churches and reactionary political
partics are for ever exhorting their followers to lcarn the enthusiasm, the devotion, thc self-sacriflce of the Communists: and in their
hearts they know it cannot be done.
One nccd not assume that all the "Western" plopagandists are
consciously dishonest. But behind their shrill cries about saving
Western civilization ole can generally detect the anxiety of a vested
interest that feels itsclf threatened:

"They identify the particular social order they have created

with the principle of order itself, and regard the threat of a
competing order as synonymous with the peril of chaos. They
think of themselves as pricsts preserving the sanctities of the
t6mple of civilization, and thcy are only partly conscious of the
fact that they are at lcast as intcrcstcd in the golden chalices
on the tcmple's altar as in thc sanctities which the chalices
syrnbolise" (Niebuhr, Re.flections on the Dnd of An Dra).

It is because thcy are absolutely unable to conceive that there
might be a different kind of society and a different kind of culture
from the one they know, one 'which would zaork aslvcll or better
than their o'rvn, that they become irrational. As Whitehead puts
it, "Slow drift is acceptcd, but when for human expcrience quick
changes arrive, human natute passes into hysteria. When fundamental change arrives, sometirnes heaven dar,vns, sometimes hell
yawns."
V

It

is not Western Europe that is collapsing, but Western capital-

ism, and with it the culture and the whole rvorld-outlook of its
apologists. Western Europe is in transition. The old order is dying
and the shape of the new can be sccn-by those who care to look
IO
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lirl il. 'l'lrc nl lrr,r,li on llrt: Ijast is intensified norv because there the
rrcrv sor,ir'l.y is rrllcrtly arising. Its economic basis is to be found in
llrl corrrrrrorr oryncrship and control of the means of production,
llrr' plrrrrrrirrg of production for use, for the needs of people. in
pl:rcc ol' t,lrt: llrbitrary criteria of profit. To the rcccnt achievements
ol' l,his sysl,crn, the European Economic Commission, again, bears
witncss. In the Soviet Union prices comc dorvn and real wages rise.
Still rrrore to the point, in this economy there is no fcar of slump,
rr,rrrl

rro panic to export, no scramble for markets, no rlotive for war.
Its political basis lies in "the conquest of power by the working

in collaboration with the farmers, thc professionals, and some
rate of the small proprietors," and thcir use of that power to
"end the existence of capitalists as a social class" (Barrows
Dunham, Man Against Myth).
The neu, democracy is far wider than the old: thc Webbs called
the U.S.S.R. "the most inclusive and cqualised democracy in the
world." trt is also far rnore real, because for the flrst time there has
been revived the characteristic feature of ancient Greek democracy
active participation of the maximum nurnber of citizens in
-the
the actual work of administration, as well as the discussion and
formationof policy. "Every cook must Iearn to rule the state." Moreover, the progressive abolition of class conflicts and the ending of
the terrible waste of human effort in internecine struggle has made
possible the release of creative energy on a scale never bcfore
imagined.' The tasks before these new democracies demand nothing
less than the willing and wholc-hcarted co-opcration of the
millions. "What rvc build," says Zhdanoy, "cannot be built with
cLrss

a,t any

passive people."

The new society presents a challenge to thc old not only because
successful, but because it exern-

it is economically and politically

plifies, so far as they mean anything at all, those values which
Western capitalism proclaims so loudly and so conspicuously
fails to enshrine. The "eternal values" of the Western apologists
are in fact no eternal values at all: they are the values learned by
the bourgcoisie in the course of their own liberation struggle, in
seyentcenth-ccntury England and eightecnth-century France,
dresscd up in ninetcenth-century Liberal phraseology; they reflect
the conditions o1'bor.rrgeois society, not as it is, but as it was. The
1Mr. R. I{. S. ("I)orrLlc-l)icl<") Crossman seems to feel that tlris is somehow
"Ilaving climimrtcrl thc licc pl:ry of class against cl:lss in thcir own totalitarian
State," he complains, "thc Corrrnrrurists cxploit thc conflict of classcs in the democratic
States for their own purposcs" (Listcn,cr, August l2th, 1948.)
unfair..
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bourgeoisie demanded liberty, fraternity, and equality not only for
themselves: their principles had from the outset a wider signi'ficance,
as a flag to rally the people behind the bourgeoisie; though

capitalist society by its very nature prevented liberty, fraternity
and equality flom being extended to the mass of the people. These
"values" helped to create bourgeois society; to-day, so far as they
represent something more than bhe interests of the bourgeoisie,
they can only be realised in the conditions of socialisrn-that is,
by the overbhrow of bourgeois society. Ifence the proclamation
of these valucs in the abstract cannot possibly any longer servc
the cause of human progress: it can only serve thc cause of those
who usc them to defend their threatened interests, by diverting
attention from the social changes that are needcd to make the ideals
a reality. Vague as'pirations borvards complcte individual autonomy
mean very little in any organised society; if "freedom," "respect for
personality," "government by discussion rather than coercion"
are to become realities, they must be reinterpreted in the context of
the new social relations.
"Liberty" is perhaps the most often invoked and the most
generally abused of all these slogans. It is hardly ever explicitly
defined. A. J. P. Taylor, for example, says:

"rve should be shocked by anyone, if such could be found,
who questioned whcthcr libcrby-the right of the individual to
determine his own course-was histolically a part of the Western
way of life 'which we are now so constantly called upon to
defend."
Mr. Taylor is willing to take thc risk. But it never occurs to him
to ask vrhether this is all that is meant by liberty. As Caudwell
long ago pointed out, this conception of liberty as the absence of all
social bonds, as a "fLee for all" reflecting the ideal conditions of
bourgeois economy, as anarchy-Lhis is the central illusion at the
heart of bourgeois culture. "Seen from the viewpoint of the
bourgeois, bourgeois society is a free society whose freedom is due

to its individualism, to its completely free market and its absence
of direct social relations, of which absence the free market is the
car.lse and expression. But to the rest of society bourgeois society is
a coercive society whose individualism and free market is the
method of coercion." As it develops thc resources of production
at an unprecedented rate, bourgeois society necessarily becomes
t2
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lrrorr: rlrrtl more complex, Because he aims at freedom from social
r.hLlirrrs, the bourgeois is completely unable to control the forces
ol'sor:icty. He flnds himself at the mclcy of economic and political
li,'<:cs, which he can no more control than his I'orbears could control
Lhc forces of nature. His frccdom has cndcd in unfrecdom, not only

lbr the rest of socicty, but for himsclf.
In order to mastcr naturc, mcn have first to understand its laws,

thcn to co-opelate to achicve the desired end. If we wish to control
society the same is true. In eithcr case we must enter into definite
relations, definite obligations to one another. There is no other way.
Robinson Crusoe can solve neither our technical nor our social, nor
our cultural problems. Only if we unite our forces can we achieve
our ends; only thus can we increase our freedom. From this
point of view, freedom is power-the power to do what we want;
and to counterpose "the idea of freedom" and "the idea of power,,,
as Professor Woodward does, is meaningless.
As soon as freedom is conceived not in the abstract but concretely, as freedom for actual men to do specific things, it becomes
clear that the control of social forces by society must be its basis.
The fundamental "freedoms"-the right to a livelihood, the right
to work, the right to leisure-are not only guaranteed by the Soviet
constitution. They are guaranteed by an cconomic system which is
free from slump and unemployment. tr'reedom to criticise and
control the administration of onc's factory, farm, or ofEce is rightly
considered more useful than the chance to vote for one of several
capitalist parties at elections. Socialism has brought freedom to
hundreds of thousands of young people to follow their choscn
careers' by establishing an educational system in which the students
are chosen on merit alone, and their needs provided for by scholarships and grants. Not only students: one recalls the Dean of Canterbury's remark that he met hardly anyone in the Soviet Union who
expected to be in the same job a year later, so rapid were the possibilities of promotion and so widespread the enthusiasm for parttime study. Above all these people are free to cnjoy the best of
their count,r'y's culture and to make their contribution to it: they
atr: frcc to ta,l<e part in the building up of a new society, and they
know l,hal, I,hr:il work is respected and valued.
Furth<:r, it is srrggcsted that the governments of the Soviet
LInion antl lrllr,sl,.r^ Irlurope, and Communists generally, are
peculiarly dt:li<:ir:rr1, itr r.cspect for human personality and the
rights of irrdivirlurlls. It is rlillicrrlt to see why, except to make a
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propaganda point, the bourgeoisie should claim
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a monopoly of

these qualities. Naturally we too believe in justice, tolerance, and
kindness to our fellow men. The question here again is not whether
these things are desirable, but-can they be practised? And in what
kind of society are they most likely to flourish? Here again we have
to deal with the obsessive individualism of the bourgeois, to whom
the slightest interfcrence with, for examplc, the property-rights of

"thc" individual prescnts itself as a monstrous denial of human
freedom. The spring-time of bourgeois culture, as might be expected, saw the beginning of the cult of thc individual personality:
yet even I\Ir. Taylor admits that the Renaissancc idcal of all-round
perfection was and could only be the ideal of a small ilitc. The idea
of the autonomous personality was likewise a reflection of the
imaginary "free" produccrs, constlmers, and wage workcrs who met
as individuals to exchangc commoditics in the market. And again
this idea has found its ncmesis in the progressive dcnial of human
personality by capitalism; in the rcduction of the worker to an
accessory'of the machine; in colonial slavcry; and ultimately in
fascism and war. In l\[arx's rvords:

"In bourgeois society, capital is independent and has rndividuality, while thc living person is dependent and has no
individuality" (the Commun'ist Manifesto).
"Ifuman individuality, humatr nrorality, itself

becomes at

once a commercial articlc and the fabric in which mollcy operates.

. . . (Capitalism) estratlges man from nature, from himself, his
own active funcbioning, fi'om his univcrsal essence. . . . It makes
his esscnce but a mere Ineans for his existence. It estranges his
spiritual, his human cssence . . . it is the alienation of man from
maII " (1honomi s ch-philo s ophi s che M anuskr ipte).

In the long run the bourgcois too loses his individuality. Because
the bourgeois conceives social relations not as rclations between
men, but as relations to a commodity, to the market, he cuts
himself off from thc strength and the love of his fellow men.
The only relations that rctain their human quality are his family
relations; the possessiveness that empoisons his family life is not
simply bhe result of his private-property attitude to his family,
but is due to his fcar of thc loneliness to which he has condemned
himself. For if these bonds slip he is left alone, with his world
t4
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r.r'rrrrrlrlirrg zr,bout him, helpless. Thcn he discovers that in isolation
lrc is rr<lt rnerely helpless, he is not in any real sense a man. Inrl i virlrralism has destroyed him.l
llven theoretically, the concept of the individual as valuable only

in and for himself meant the rejection of the older tradition (the
tradition alike of classical antiquity and of the l\{iddle Ages) of
man-in-society, man as a citizen. Man rvas isolatcd from society,
the individual from the social category. Marx madc his rejection
of this kind of totalitarianism absolutcly clear:
"The human essencc is no abstraction inhcrent in cach single
individual. In its red,lity it is tt,e ensemble of the social relations"
(Sinth Thesis on Feuerbach).
"Above all we must avoid setting up 'society' as an abstraction
to the indivirlrral. 'Ihe individual is'the social entity.
His life . . . is thcrcforc an exprcssiou ancl vcrification of the life
of s ocicty " (0 k ono ntis ch -7t tti,l o s optt i s clrc M anu sltr ip tc).
opposed

When there is no longer a statc powcr separate from society
itself, therc can be no conflict betwccn society and thc individual.
In this society of the future, "the free dcvclopment of each is the
condition for the free dcyclopment of all." "The ultimate goal of
Socialism is the individual."
But concern for human personality, for people, is not a thing that
can be allowed to rvait on the achievement of full communism.
Stalin emphasises that "it is time to realisc that of all the valuable
capital thc world possesscs, the most valuable and the most decisive
is people." The foundations for the futurc must be laid now; "every
child must be a first-class passenger."
Aecording to Professor Woodward, however, "it is mcaningless
to talk about human 'rights' in a materialist society," where
"sacrifices for a future generation have no theoretical justification,"

and-

"the relations betwecn mcn . . . must always be rclationships of
power-homo homini Lupus-with all our values reduced to
shadow-play and our virtues regardcd as epiphenomena"
(Listener, June 2nd, 1949).
I It is

bccause of this social atomisation that neurosis is the peculiar stigma of
capitalist society in its dotage. It is also why in Ii)ngland ("this most boutgeois of all
It:rtions") stru,ngers talk about the weather when they mcet-itis thc only thing n'e feel

wt' lrlvc in cornmon.
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It is perhaps sufficient condemnation of modern "Western"
standards of intellectual integrity and freedom of discussion, that
misrepresentations of this kind can be broadcast, but neither reply
nor serious, documented, discussion of Marxism is allowed. One
would have thought, for what it is worth, that in a materialist
society, which claims to base its values and its ideals on the reai
world of men and nature, there could be no rights except human
rights. As for self-sacrifice, it is hard to see how anyonc can do more
than give his life, without hope of reward in any future existence.
The men who defended Moscow and Stalingrad, the thousands of
Russian partisans-the products, surely, of a o'materialist culture"
prepared to die for their children and their country's future.
-rvere
But Professor Woodward appears to think they had "no theoretical
justification."
Third, there is the claim that the West believes in "government
by consent,'not by coercion," and holds principle above expediency.
To quote Professor Woodward again:

"We cannot submit to a supposedly temporary surrender of
our standards on the ground that this surrender is a necessary
means to an end."
But what is this?

"We cannot degrade our own standards, and yet, in the
dcfence of these standards, we have already, tr,vice in a iifetime,
accepted a general war, and the line of argument I have adopted
Ieads to the conclusion that we may have to'accept a third war;

yet nearly everything we have to do in war is contrary to our
standards of value. I do not see any way out of this dilemma."r
In other words, we are to adopt means so horrible that the odds will
be against the survival of thc vcry values we are supposed to be
fighting for. Woodward makes no attempt to resolve this contradiction. Instead, he teUs us it represents a "paradox." Now
paradox is not a device for glossing over contradictions. It is a
rhetorical, not a logical device, used to rivet attention on some
important point, by juxtaposing words or concepts agtparently
contradictory, but not, when correctly interpreted, really so. Ilere,
L

Listener, June 2nd, 1049.
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Iroweyer, the intention is not to elucidate the problem but to shelve
or conceal it, by simply asserting that contradictory opposites can
both be true in the same sense at the same time. Reason, in e{fect,
is said to be confounded or surpassed (a process not unconnected
with the gencral growth of philosophic irrationalism). The defenders

of Western tradition flout not merely the logic of Hegel, but the
logic of Aristotle.
On this basis rve can flnd plenty more "patadoxes" in Professor Woodward. The Westeln tradition forbids "the substitution
of the idea of power for the idea of liberty"-but "no nationstate has been innocent ef that sin of apostasy." Freedom of
thought is sacred: but if freedom of thought involves "the acceptance in good faith of conclusions which are disruptive of our fundamental beliefs," then it has led to heresy, rvhich must be stamped
out, if necessary by a new holy war, complete with atomic bomb.
Yet "heresy" is only the Greek for "choice"; and according to Mr.
Taylor "everyone who belicves in the rights of the individual is a
heretic." Again, "governmcnt by discussion" and democracy are
supposed to be fundamental: but the discussion in the Fress and
B.B.C. is a discussion with one side left out, and when the results
of democracy a e not acceptable they are referred to as "the
tyranny of the majority."
To come back to the question of force. There is no political
situation imaginable to-day in which all coercion could be dispensed with. No one suggests that criminals and lunatics should not
be coerced, or that declared Fascists should not have been restrained duling the recent war. And it has often bcen pointed out
that if the Gcrman Fascists had been forcibly restrained by the
Weimar Rcpublic, millions of innocent men and lvomen would
now be alive who will never enjoy any frecclom again' The question
is not whether aII coercion can be avoided, but how it can be
minimised, and when the use of force is legitimate. In Western
Europe to-day the status quo carr be maintained without frequent
rcsort to open violcnce-though the recent strikes in France
provide only one of numerous exceptions, and in the colonies the
rcplr:ssivc machincry has never been concealed. The protests only
ir,r'isc rvlrc:n the tables are turned, when the mass of the people,
lrllvirrg st'izr:d power, find it necessary to use their power against

tlrt: srrrvivrlls of the old r6gime if all their work is not to be desl,r'o.yt'tl. lrr t,lrc r:ud we have to ask what kind of society will make
llossilrlt: [,lrt' r'r,crrl,ual abolition of coercion: and thc answer can only
L7
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be a classless society, in which the basic antagonisms that givc rise
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to violence are removed, and "the government of persons is replaced by the administration of things.,,

VI
Two things impress one especially about the prophets of the
Western tradition; their irrationalism and their despair. Toynbee
says,that "the notion that our civilixation may. come to grief seems
now to be in the air," and that in Amcrica he found this notion
minds." Woodward says frankly that no
may be necessary to "accept" a third rvar;
s not tcll us when or on what issue. Itre admits that he has no reason to think such a war would be less disastrous than "submission," nor victory than defeat. In the end he
prefers the choice of war, as "a mystical act of faith,,: after all,
he has no reason to ofler us. But he reveals his own position clearry
enough:

"Although war is ver5r evil, it is not the worst evil . . . the use of
hateful means for a good end implied in the conception of a
bellum justurzl does not corrupt society to the extent to which the
use of other hateful means to a good end corrupts it.,,r

Brr JoeN
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rlnlfli article by Angus McPherson, "The Philosophical Aspects
lL ot' Intelligcnce," is calculated to make confusion on the
rlrrt'sl,ion of mental testing worse confounded. It is essential to
r:xirrrinc more closely the origins and development of the mental
[,r'sb rnovement, and its use and abuse in capitalist society, if we
ir,r'c Io criticise and evaluate it in Marxist terms. It is also necessary
I,o rccognise the import of the new departure in the Soviet Union
rvlrcre psychology is becoming a social science in the full meaning
o1'the term. It is from this standpoint, from the standpoint of a new
rrnd advanced psychology, that Soviet criticisms of bourgeois
psychology are made. But McPherson, though he quotes these
rrriticisms, fails to recognise their fuII significance, for he himself
rrscs Marxism as a formula, not as a method. He is satislied to
oliposc the "false philosophical postulates" of bourgeois psychology,
to oppose to them some quotations from the Marxist classics, and
thcrcaftcr to'tal<c over the content of bourgeois psychology as if
it htrd bctrrr prrrilicd (by incantation, as it were) and only needed a
Iittl<r rr,<lilllt:r,tiorr a,nd rc-intcrprctation to become sufficiently
"rl ia,lt'ct clr,l" il,t t(l " nta,t<'ri al ist. "
Ilut it is prcclscly thc conccpt of "intelligencc," as an allegedly
irrrrnuta,blc attributc of the individual, that is the main barrier to
an understanding of human development and the learning process.
Ilaving once accepted "intelligence," and the contention that it
can be measured, McPhcrson can only argue within the limits set
by bourgeois theory and practice, IIe can only attempt a "Marxist"
definition of this eternal category of human nature, which, in the
nature of the case, is no improvement ort the many others available.
The end result of his attempt to reconcile two diametrically opposed
theorctical conceptions in this way can only be a return to the
"false philosophical postulates" he has previously so roundly
condemned, a relapse into idealism.
i

carrying forward the tradition they claim to stand for.
The task for us is not to destroy or reject the hcritage of European
civilization, from which Marxism has sprung. It is to take up, carry
over, preserve and devclop all that is best in the European tradition: and to do that means smashing capitalism. Trris is ihe historic
task of the proletariat and its allies, of Marxism, in East ancl West
alike. This is not the denial of humanity but its fulfiIment; where
prehistory ends, and history begins.

"I call revolution," says Marx, "the conversion of all hear.ts
and the raising of all hands on bchalf of the honour of the free
man."

I

L Lislcrter, Junc 2nd, 1940.

Soviet psychology r,vas choked by just such uncritical borro'rvings
from bourgeois psychology until, in 1936, the Central Committee
o-[ the C.P.S.U.(B) intervened in thc interests of advanced socialist
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practice and decreed the removal of all mental testers, the withdrawal of text-books, and the abolition of the subject of psychometry in institutes and colleges. By this measure the way was
opened for thc development of educational psychology as a science.
The decree strongly criticised the People,s Commissariats for
Education for putting "pedologists" (mental testers) in control of
the schools and denigrating the teachcr's role. As a result the
schools were mismanaged and Soviet school work jeopardised, The
work of teaching and education was split between pedologists and
teachers, the former controllirig the latter and virtually removing
responsibility for educational work from them. The whole apparatus
of mental testing was brought into play, the investigations undertaken attempting to demonstrate from a "scientific biosociologicar"
point of view "that the slow progress of the pupii or the defects of
his conduct were conditioned by heredity and his social standing.,,
An increasing number of children were classified as intellectuany
unsuccessful, defective, or "difficult," and removed to separate
schools; this merely aggravated the problems. Oniy neglect of
educational tasks and the ignorance of leading officials could exprain
that teaching was declared an empiric and pseudo-scientific cliscipline, while pcdology, which lackecl an established object and
method and was full of injurious tendencies, was proclaimed as a
universal science competent to direct all educational policy and
teaching. The decree concludes with a condemnation of both the
theory and practice of the so-called pedology, rvhich"are based on quasi-scientific, anti-Marxist theses: To such theses
belongs aboye all, the chief 'law' of contemporary pedolugy-

the 'law' that the destiny of children is fatally conditioned by
biological and social factors, by the influence of inheritance and

by an assumed unchangeable environment. This deeply reactionary 'law' is in crying conflict with Marxism and with the whole
practice of socialistic construction, which successfully re-educates
the people in the spirit of socialism and liquidates the survivals of
capitalism in economics and the people's mind.,,
Such a theory can result only from an uncritical transfer of the
views of bourgeois pedology which-

"for the purpose of conserving the power of the exploiting classes,
tries to prove a particular ability and a particular right to exist
20
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r:la,sses and of the 'higher'races, and on
llrc physical and psychical damnation of the

cxploil,irrg

ol lrr,r' lrrr,rrrl

t,rilin11 r'lrrs:r,'s rr,rrrl of the'lower'races, Such a transfer. . . is all
llrc rrrorc irr.irrliorrs els it is disguised by a'l\{arxist'ideology. . . .
'l'lrr, r,r;1,:r,lrlislrnrcnt of a lflarxist science about children is only
possilrlc orr the basis of overcoming the
anti-scientific
prir rt,igrlcs of . . . pedology and by severely criticising its ideologists
rr,rrrl plrrcl,itioners in order to rehabiiitate pedagogy as a science
rr,nrl t,lrc pcdagogues as its practitioners."r

'l'lris controversy had none of the publicity and attention in this
that has recently been lavishcd on the biological contro\/crsy. But, cxamined in the light of more recent discussions, it
clr:irrly rnarks the first break .lvith accepted scientific views in the
crrpitalist world, and a recognition of thc need for new theories to
(lrrcorlrpass and direct radically different practical tasl<s in a vital
licld. Since 1936 Soviet psychology has come of age, and the
sigrrificance of the contributions of Rubinstein and Ananiev is that
l,lrcy outline a ne\y departure in psychology comparable with that
ol' thc Lysenko school in biology, though as yet psychology has
still to consolidate its advances.z The issues are perhaps more
t:asily distinguishable in psychology, which has barely achieved
thc status of a science in the capitalist world, than they are in
l,lrc physical and life sciences which can lay claim to a greater
<rourrtry

lrrdition.s
'I'wo important points need underlining with regard to the krreak:r,rvay of Soviet psychology. Before theoretical generalisations can
lrt: made in any field there must be a long process of experiment
rrrxl social action, and the material conditions necessaryfor gathering
t "On Pedological Distortions iu the System of the People's Cornmissariats of
rrci.r,tion," JuIy 4th, 1936.
2'l'hc publication in 1946 of a scries of articles recalling the decree and developing
llu: rlist:ussion is cvidcnce that cosmopolitan trends have still to be combated, and the
lriokrgirrrrl tliscussions have given rise to rcnewed criticism. But the issue of text-books
rrrrrl llrr: rrdopbion of psychology as a subject in later sccondary education as well as
l,)t

I

it has achieved a new status.
il 'l'lr At'rrrr:rl principles raised by the Lysenko controversy have been fully
linlr rsslr I lr1, llt:rnrl (M.Q., Yol. 4, No. 3). It is only suggested hcre that psychology
lrurrl urrrlcl rtvit'w first, for very good reasons connected with the internal developrrrcrrl, rrrrrl lrlclnrrl rclations of the science, no less than the demands of practice.
lrrrirrirrg urllcgcs implies that

r

I lrrlirllrtrurlll.),, llrcrc is, u,s 5,et, Iittlc matcrial available in translation. The references
itr I lrig rcclirrrr :rrc lo I lrc sources used by McPherson: S. L, Rubinstein, Consciousness
tr.rtrl l)iltlttlirttl ffltrlrrirrli,snt (1945), translatedin Science and Societg, Vol. X, No,3;
ll. (,1. Arulnir,r,. l'rogrrss rf Soaiet Psychology, abridged, translated and mimeographed
by t,lrc Sotrit:l,y lirr ( rrll,ru'11 Ilelations with the U.S.S.R. (1947).
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together accumulated experience (the aggregate of the practical
attainments of society). So the natural sciences arosc and developed;
the necessary material conditions were those resulting from
capitalist practice which provided the practical foundation for an
understanding of the laws of nature, and mastery over nature. But
the material conditions ncccssary for a scicntific understanding and
control of human naturc arc those of socialist construction, in a
classless society. So long as thc division of labour obtains there
must be a contradiction bctwccn the forces of production, the state
of socicty and consciousness; hurnan naturc is only seen through a
distorting mirror, and bourgeois practicc restricts the whole fleld
of experimcnt and application. But with bhe negation of thc division
of labour, the abolition of private property and contcnding classes,
the individual is brought into practical connection with the
material and intellectual production of society as a wholc, and so
freed for rcal human cxpcrience. Society itself is controlled and
directed by men, with the conscious aim of providing for real
human nccds. Then also human change is rapid and cxtensive.
Completcly new opportunitics arise for investigating the real
springs of human conduct and disclosing the laws which govern
the development of human nature, for applying scienti{ic principles
and advancing scicntific knorvledge of human processes.
Secondly, psychology nrust be centrally concerned lvith the
great question of philosophy-the rclation between bcing and
consciousness. Marxism solvcs this qucst,ion on the basis of social
practice: "thc coincidence oI changing circumstance and of human
activity or self-changing can only be comprehended and rationally
understood as reoalutionary practice."r Consciousness is not an
individual posscssion, closely locked au'ay in each individual
psyche. Consciousness arises historically from the neccssity of
intercourse with other men; it has, thcrcfore, from the beginning
been a social product. As a social product, its origin atrd development must bc governed by the larvs of devclopmcnt that goverr
society as a whole, that is b). changes in thc forces of production
and productive relationships. The law of social development,
knowlcdgc of the material basis for thc development of social and
individual consciousness in man, is, thercfore, thc esscntial foundation for scicntific psychological study. And that study must first
be directed to uncovering the laws of dcvelopment of human
consciousness, to investigating its origin, development and
1

Marx, Theses on Feu,erbach.
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irrlll
I

c,rurcct,ions,

to discovering

processcs,

lritr;1s.'

not analysing finite

'l'lrc lrislory of psychology is, therefore, not
rrtlrrrrrrrllt iorr of knowlcdge"llrc

that of a

simplc

grca,t socialist revolution brought about a radical change in

MarxistLcrrirrist theory. Soaict psgchology also has a special character in
thut, iL,studies the lazrss oJ'dcaelopment of socialist consciousness in
lhc Souiet people and plays a liaing role in construction and
t's1rr:cially 'in the cause of communist education."2
ps.yr:lrology which was only possible on the foundation of

'l'lrt:oly and practice arc radically different; methods also are new.

"For Soviet psychology, which climinates the idcalist isolation
o[ consciorrsncss, ir)vcstigation of the psyche is a study of man's
r:onsciortsncss i'n at:tion Soviet psychology to-day calries on its
irrvcstiglr,ti<lns ol ps.y<rlri<r llroccsscs, such as perccption, memory,
t,lrirrliirrg, by irrvcst,ig:ll,ittg rnatr's action, his concrete activity
lrotlr plilcli<':ll ttt<l l,lrcot'<rt,ical, by a,nalysing thc contcxt of thc
rctl urol ivcs rrrrrl objcct,ivcs tur.dcllyirtg action; thus brcaking with
Ilr<r I lt'l,trrrt'rrt, ol' traclitional functional psychology."a
Sovicl, I)s.)/chology uncquivocally acccpts the principlc that man
r'orrsisl,s ol'body as wcll as mind; his psychic processcs arc a property

ol'lris blrrin-thc highest forrn of organic matter-and cannot be
st:prlratcd lrom his ncural and celebral processes. Nor, on another
pLrnc, carr man's consciousness and his activity be separated.
(lrrrsciousncss is formcd by practical activity, and revealed in the
(roursc of it. To takc a simple example, the consciousness of a young
<:lrild opcrates within a relatively restricted environment, but as
Iris activity increases so his physical potvers develop, his mental
l'rrrrctions are moCificd and new ones acquired: he can henceforth
r:nvisage and take action in, a far richer and more complex en-

vironmcnt and thc process of dcvelopment continues with the
clrtngcd child operating in a changed situation. This process is
[,lrc proccss of acquiring knowledge. Neither the chi nor the
I As
llrccl:l
prrrr,ly
i.Lrssilil
g.rrr.r:rl
I r\rr:Lrrir,r.,

concerned with

sasccondary,

to the task of

haructer. These
loc. cit.,

p.2,

cit. P.

3

Rubinstcin, loc. ci1.,p.250.
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environment are immutable, nor is knowledge detached and formal
systcm of ideas apart from the human being and the real world. r
-a
Education is not, therefore, an extcrnal force brought to bear on a
separate watertight mind; it is the motive force in the psychic
development of the child, and cxerts a formativc influence on
mental development. Training and enlightenment can therefore
be the creative, motive force in the moral and intellectual development of the child; it is such partieularly in socialist society where
the educational system has a conscious aim conforrning to the
genuine human needs of each individual.,
Contrast this position with the generally aeccpted view of
bourgeois cducational psychology as outlined by Schonell. Intellectual, emotional, physical and environmental factors, interrelated and interdependent, form personaliiy.a But the "principal
force in child development is . . . a purposive striving for expression
and power in physical, emotional and intellectual realms." Though
security, social contact and a measure of success arc the usual
nutritives of this "expressional urge," its particular nature "differs
with the individual's inborn equipment and differing personal
attitudes are dcveloped towards life's activities." These reactions
in turn vitally influence "the elements of pcrsonality already formed"
so that "a child's personality presents not only a picture of inherited tendencies, but, in addition, a mirror of thc conditioned
states produced by thc cnvironmcnt."

'l'lrr, lr,rrrrr,lrrrics lo dcvelopment are here clearly marked out by
inlrcr.i lt,rl tendencies and the mechanical action of a
gir','rr , trVit'r,tttttt'ttt. The individual cannot rise above cither. The
rrr,l rvl lirrcc itr his development is a "purposive striving," a
"rl.yrrrr,rrrir: rrrgc" (arising no one knows horv) thc naturc of which is
tlrlt'r ttt i ttt'tl. lr.y his inborn equipment.l
'l'lr(.r'r' is no way out of this blind alley. 'fhe only variations that
r.rilr lx: irrtroduced are a greater emphasis on the psyche or a greater
t,rrrplrir,sis on the envilonmcntal mechanisms in deterrnining develr,Prrrr,rrt,; in either case the dynamics of development can only be
r.xPl0iued in terms of some mystic force whether in the individual
()r, rrt thc creation of the cnyironment. At best the ideal is a gradual
the more intelligent inl)t,ogrcss towards thc millennium because
ilivirluals benevolently adapt the environment for the backward
irrrrl so help them along. At worst, the "physical and psychical
rl:rnrnation" of the backward is established for all time.

1 The process is fitrtdamcnLllly the slnrc whcn the slr,ge of gcncralisation from
expcrience is reaclred and language (which is, as Nlarx puts it, "pnrctical consciousness, as it exists for othcr mcn, and Jor that reason is rcally bcginning to cxist
for mc personally as weII") is the primary instrument of social intercourse.
But when language bccomes :r thing in itself, whcn it is cmployed, not as a means of
social intercourse and self-exprcssion, not &s a medium for transmitting first-hand
experiencc or achieving a eoncrcte and accepted aim, thcn the form only is retained
without the content. Children can memorise and reproduce successions of words and
diagrams, and learn to jugglc rvith concepts" without doing more than grasp the ends
ofthe cloak which covers the reality, without, thereforc, gaining any real experience.

2 See Ananiev, p. 5. While this aspect of thc formation of human pcrsomlity has
received due attention, the qucstion of inhcrited characteristics, their muttrbility
and thcir importance for human menLll devclopment has been rclativcly ignored.
But it is clear that innate charncteristics can exist only as anatornic-physiological
peculiarities of an organism which cannot alone determine a man's :lbilities, since
these abilities are formcd. only in the process of developing the appropriate activity
and therefore in depcndelce on those objcctive conditions which make the given
activity practicable. (See A. N. Leontyev, "Important Tasks of Soviet Psychology in
the Liglrt of the Outcome of thc Scssion of thc All-Union Lenin Academy of Agricultural Sciences," Soaietskag a 7' edagogika, January, 1 949.)
3 i.e. person'ality in the psychological sense, which is defined as
"that complex
integrated resultant of innate equipment and environmental influences attaincd by
an individual in thc course of his development," F. J. Schonell, Baclaoardness i.n lhe
Basic Subjects,1948, pp. 1-2.
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II
It is clear that tlic philosophic postulates on which a psychologist
lrases his system, whcther consciously or unconsciously, must intcgrally affect his methods and findings. It is impossible to separate
bourgeois theory and practice

in psychology, or either from the

piriloiophic views they cmbody in a particular matcrial situation.
it ir *h"r, bhe contradictions of the capitalist world increase in
the epoch of imperialism, and social and individual conflicts become
nore manifest, that bourgeois psychology flourishes; and, because
of the matcrial conditions in which it operates, is directed to explaining away or "resolving" these seeondary contradictions.
The two main philosophic trcnds in the capitalist world of to-day
idealism and, its invcrtcd fonn, mechanical matcrialism-pure
lind a parallel in psychology in the systems which attempt to
prove the primary irnportance of heredity in dctcrmining persollatity and those which attempt to prove the superior iufluence of
thc cnvironment. But no clear line can be drawn, for to-day all
borrrgcois psychology is shot through with metaphysical ideas; even
bchaviorn'ism has been unable to preserve its purity and the
various rrorr-physiological behaviourist trends are strongly idealist.
Most psy<rhologists, it is true, 6laim to be free from all
1

..Urgcs," ,,irrrPtr'lscs" and "drivcs" are only "instincts" and "cornplcx innate

pnttcmi' in rrrort"rrrxk,r.n form,

introduced yhgn the latter_deqeucrated into {utility.

ii.Jttri. clurngt,ol vor.:llntl:lrymasksarealfu,ilurc to make arlyconcrctc
25
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"mind." Man acts, thereforc mind acts;
rl il y is rcrr,liscd into the spiritual world, mind is activity, a form
ol' lrr'lrrviorrr (whether purposive, vitalist or determinate). Whenthe
ps.1'r'lrologist claims that he studies behaviour this is whab he means.
Arrrl rvlrr:n he turns to analyse this behaviour he can only do so
sr,ir,rrl,ilir:l,lly by eliminating all that "irrelevant" social conditioning
rvlrir:lr rrrakcs it particular; therefole, in the name of science,
lrclr:rviour (the objectivised mind) is abstractcd from all mcaningl'ul lcLr,tions and examincd in a purely formalistic manner. That is,
llrt' psychologist, who has already abstracted individuality and
rr,r,livity, now breaks the context of activity and substitutes for the
r,orr(:rctc situation a gcneraliscd situation, for capitalist society the
"r'rtvironment,"l
llc now has his "psychic phenomcna" corrcsponding to "natural
phcuomcna" and thcsc, if thcy are to be scientiflcally studied, must
lrc studicd as phcnoln<'na in gcncral-in catcgories. The cternal
cilt,cgoricrs of ]rurnatr rrir,l,rrrc ir,t'c rcarly to hand, only lightly buried
:LrrrI not yct supcrst:rlt:tl. Arrrl so thc "scicntilic" psychologist
rctrrrns by a <lcvious routc to thc old metaphysical questions, of
rvlrich thc prinrary onc is "What is intelligencc?" The fact that he
crur now give zr physiological, biological, gcnctic, or anthropological
I rrrrr to the discussion, that he can mcasure various forms of action
rr,rrrl rcaction and has given statistical expression to certain conclrrsions, does not detract from the ultimate futility of his quest.
Ilis vicrvs have only achieved importance because oI their significtrrcc in capitalist socicty; for, sincc the social dcterminants of
intlividual bchaviour have becn only formally cxcludcd, thc
psychologist's "man-in-general" is (in distorted forrn) man under
r:onditions of capitalist class society; and so capitalism is vindicated,
il, conforms to human nature.
'I'he psychologist strongly dcfends his results. Thcy havc, after
:r,ll, emerged from scientific analysis. Bub the question must be
prcssed, analysis of what? Not of original psychological facts bu'r,
ol'various preconceived notions imported either opcnly or undcr the
r:ountcr. The whoie practice of "intelligcnce" testing is bascd on a
conccpt of "intclligence" distilled from current social practice. In
:rrklition, concepts and techniques are borrowcd lvholesale from
rrrrxiliary sciences; as a result the laws disclosed frcquently tuln out
l,o bc physiological or biological laws, but psychological phenomcna
rrrrrl\':ris riPiri[,rrlr,l man, or
rrr,l

when "scientific" psychology latcr came under the influence of

I For nu illuminating study of this

lr (lrist
26

process of degeneration, scc Gcorgcs Politzer,
tkt la PsEchologie Contemporaine, F)ditions Socialcs, Reprint, 1947.
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are forced into this framework.r-Alternatively the tendency is to
take from the auxiliary science the most tenuous theories which
thereafter remain embedded and less easily subject to modiflcation
than in their original setting. Thus schools of functional psychology
(Stern's, for example) are wcdded morc or less closely to vitalist
philosophies which experimcntal scicncc has dislodged step by step
from their former positions. Starting from the proposition that life
can be explained telcologically in sueh terms as ,,environment,,
and "responses," they arrivc at the conclusion that ,,intelligence,,
consists in general mental adaptability to new problems and
conditions of life; a conclusion which contributes neither to
knowledge of the nature and origin of "intelligence,, nor to its
practical recognition.2 Such theories can vary infinitely and so the
progress of psSrchology is marked by the warring of schools.
Analysis which proceeds thus from notions and definitions, which
is not groundcd on original psychological facts, can only end in
theories which apply to any or all of the facts in any sort of direction. Psychology, having no firm scientific basis, cannot therefore

point the way to new knowledge. Even genuine experimental
research does not help, for the number of possible researches is

inflnite, their direction random, and there is no means of recognising progress or finality.s The measure of psychology,s failure to

Nfeman Testirug
r,Hl rllrlislr it,st:ll' as a science is that it has not yet made the ancients
nul ol'rlir,l,r'; on the contrary it has latterly given them a new Iease
ol'lili'.
lrr I,lris situation the question of achieving greater exactibude has
Irccornt: prc-eminent, and mathematical techniques have bccome
I lrt' lili:-linc of pre-scientific psychology which is to wrest it into full

sr,icrrl,ilic status. But mathematieal exactitude or mathcmatical
r.xpt'r'irrrcnt are not in themselves guarantees of objcctivity and
r,('(:lu'l,cy; they are only one form of exactitudc which makes a
rlisr:ipline of a descriptive scicncc. Scicncc lirst attcmpts to know
I lrc la,cts on the plane of thc lacts, an<l thcreafter to reduce them
s.yst,cmatically to phenomcn:r; its cxactitude is defined by the
cxl.cnt to which its knowlcdgc covers the facts, the measure in

wlrich its content is adcquatc to the forms in which the object it
vcstigatcp is concretisccl.
l'sycfrology docs not establish its work on analysis of the facts;
rror doesit gofrom factstotheories but vice versa. It is boundedby
pr<:conccived views and choked with borrowed theories; it has no
r:k'arrly defined object to investigate. The fact that mathematical
l,t:chniques are used at the intermediate stage does not oyercome
l,hc basic difficulty; at most it is removed a stage further in the
closcd psychological other world. Thus all the efforts of innumerable
psychologists to measure "intelligcnce" and define its origin and
rra.ture have only ended in transferring attention from the general
r;ucstion "What is intelligence?" to the general question "What are
the factors of the mind?" And that question is no nearer solution
than any other with which modern psychology has grappled.
i rr

III
"Factor analysis" is a technique designed to provide a statistical
short cut to the discovery of the primary properties of "human
nature," a solution to the problem of the structure of "mind."
It signals the failure of mechanist experimental techniques to
cncompass the complex problems involved in investigating such
functions as thinking. It is also the result of capitalist pressure on
psychology to produce concrete results.l The way that it has
r "Since the field is highly complex, a dfuect advance by non-statistical methods
is bound to be slow. Meanwhile scientific curiosity demands at least a provisional

solutiorr; and the immediate needs of applied psychology call for working hypotheses
and some practical device for determining the key-characteristics of different individuals. It is these urgent clemands that factor-analysis endcavours to meet."
lltrt, Tltc nadors of the Mi'ru), p.12.
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evolved from simple testing is an example of the progress of
psychological investigation as previously described.
Originally the testing of physical capacity was believed to be the
direct road to testing mental czrpacity, but whcn simple mechanical
principlcs had been undermincd tr,nd thc atternpt to mcasure mind
by measuring mattcr had failed decisively, testing gravitated into
the world of mental processes. Binet brought the modern form of
"intelligence" tcsting into the limelight. When he first constructed
his tests it r,vas with the object of separating out the mentally
deflcicnt from the indiflerent alnd lazy in the French schools. He
rejected both the psychophysical approach and the a priori
mental categories of scholasticism, and asserted the empirical
justiflcation of measuring "general intelligence" as manifested in
the social bchaviour of individuals. That is he constructed tests
composed of simple everyday tasks held to bc normal at different
ages by teachers and othcrs. And he constructed a scale whereby
various tests were allotted to different age groups and on their
performance a mental agc could be calculated.l
The popularity and usefulness of Binet's tests raised the o1d
question-"What is intelligenss!"-in a new form. It was inevitable
that as the technique of tcsting developed it should be turned to
solve this percnnial problcm of psychology, the more so at a time
when the whole qucstion of biological inhcritance had assumed
political importance.2 Practising mcntal tcsters were quite incapable of deflning the "intclligence" thcy wcre measuring, let
alone its composition. Ilere, as elsewhere, theories could be had for
the asking according to the predilections of individual investigators.
At a symposium in 1921 Thorndike deflned "intelligence" as the
"pow'cr of good responses from the point of view of truth," Buckingham as "the ability to act effectively under given conditions,"
1 This new instrument was eagerly adopted in the Unitcd States, which was

" Tcrmarl as Lhc power
"nlrst,r'act thinking." Others gave alternative, complcx and
rrll,,;1'l,lrcr varying definitions, or refused to make any attempt.
l)r'rrrlrorn, from the materialist angle, insisted on a single delinition,
"llrt: ca,pacity to proflt from experience."
'l'lrt: most obvious point about all these dcfinitions is their
s lrr rlllirrg off of the real problems involved, by deflnition, to another
;rlllrr<:. In addition, as Spearman later noted, no one brought-

grappli
mlgran

for tho
Binet's

1917 to test thc
cal'culating the
Stern in Germa
and scales.
2

introduced. The method of
logical age) originated with
his own lines, evolved tests

\\', ,,r l lo rv rrs a "capacity to accluire capacity,

.l

"irny factual evidcnce that intelligence as delined by thcm does
lcillly accrue in any particulal performance, or constitutes the
rctual basis of any particular estimates, or is vclitably measuled
by any particular tests."

It

timc to put a stop to this anarchy, and, proflting
thc disorgllrrisir,biorr lrrrd wcalincsscs of thc var:ious "empirical"
scl11yql., Sllr:a,r'ntarr tnixlt: ir, bitl to tlriltv rncntal tcsting into the
sclrolast,i<r Iirl<1. hr ortlcr to givc thc word "intclligence" some
trrcanirrg, hc rtrgucd, wc must set forth all possiblc kinds of cognitive
;lcrl'rlrmancc in a comprehensive system. Instead of trying to
"cxplain bhe nature of mind by the necessities of living, we should
rlclivt', rathcr, the capacity to live from the nature of mind, and
l,lrclt'lirlc ascertain that nature independenLly."r He therefore set
oul, t,o irrvcstigate the causal mechanisms of mind and the general
l;r,ws tlrcy obey, justifying this course in modern terrns by reference
Io t,lrc scientific theories which have been taken to dernonstrate the
r:lcrnal relativity of all human knowledge of the rnaterial rvorld.
Ilaving started from scholastic preconceptions, Spearman had no
rlitliculty in arriving at scholastic conclusions.2 But the method he
t'rnployed \yas an adaptation of the statistical techniques initiated
1r.1, Galton and developed by Karl Pearson, applie d to the results of
spr:cially construeted tests. The statistical scarch for unit tlaits in
"irrtclligent" behaviour involves in the first place.the selection of a
li,w of the enormous number of possible activities for testing, the
rvas obviously

l'r'orn

| 'l'|rc Nalure of hrtelligence and the Prin,ciples oJ Cognition, pp. 18-32.
Il, is instructivc to note the jubilation with which his efforts u,ere grected in the
('rrllrolic world. "IIe has justified in his brilliant modcrn way the main theses of
1r

As soon as it was discoverecl that test results

showed a gradation

in terms of

"intelligence" is hereditary. Now gcnetical techniques are illegally imported.

30

sclrolrstic psychology bearing on cognition, and has respectfully ackn<iwledged the
11rtrrl, r'rlue oI scholasticism," wrote lbe Tablet (.Iune, 1923). "IIe has trenchantly
clil it'ist:d rnany shallow but popular modcrn psychological doctrines, while generously
:rclirrorvlt:tlging the splcndid value of modcrn rcsearch work. In {ine, with inlinite skill
rLrrrl [tcl, lrc has raised to the lips of the gracious and vener:rblc Darrre Psychology a
lrlritl ol'[iving water, that she may qua1l it and renew her youth."
3T
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establishment of constant interrelationships, and finally the
interpretation of results. Spearman's selection was essentially
limited by his mentalist approach, and his interpretation relied
mainly on introspective techniques. In analysing his results he
inferred from the presencc of a regular correspondence betwecn a
number of different measurcrncnts the existcrrce of a "hypothetical
general and purely quanlitcrliue factor underlying all cognitive performances of any l<ind." This he calle<I "g"; this statistical "g,"
he claimed, corrcsponded to thc porvcr to cduce relations and
correlates. The nct result, -thereforc, is thc re-enthronement in
modern garb of pure reason, the logical faculty, orrvhatever else
you choose to call it, as the arbiter of man's destiny under God.t
Burt arrived at a similar conclusion-that tcsts involving "higher
mental proccsses" such as reasoning vary most closely with
"intelligence"-by a more cmpirical route; but the point of departure of his investigations was comparison of the results of tcsts with
teachers' estimates of "intelligence" (based partly on their empirical
judgcment and partly on examination results) so that he grounded
"intelligence" in the context of prescnt day schooling. As a result
of work of this kind "intelligcnce" testing was placed on a more
respectablc lcvel, and directed to Iinding an index of general and
specific mental abilities and the degree to which these are determined by heredity or environment.
But the old scholastic qucstion lcrnained iu a new form. Spearman had solved nothing, for rnany rcr.jccted his prernises, othcrs his
teehniques. The questiorr now was, Is there a single general factor
which operates in conjunction rvith another special factor speci{ically relating to the particular activity undertakcn (as Spearman
postulated in his Two Factor Theory), or arc there a number of group
and single factors involved? The search for factors of the mind was
on, and, encouraged by the belief that they were at last using
really scientific procedurcs and language, psychologists set about
isolating statistically a whole series of factors-verbal, arithmetical, mechanical, retentivity, persevcration, oscillation of
attention, besides the ovcrriding one of "intelligsngs"-i11 41
attempt to reach an inventory of the abilitics of man. Now chaos
has broken out at this new lcvel; as many different theories about
1 Spearman was, of course, very coreful not tc make any such claims and to esche'rv
the old fbrmal categories. IIe was not himself responsible 1br spreading the idea that
tests designerl mainly to isolate "g" wcre superior to others. Nor was he directly
responsible for the irnnrediate confusion between "gencral intelligcnce" as souglrt by
Binet and his own factor. But that confusion has obviously arisen.
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llr.

rrrLl rr.. of factors being available as were offered to explain
"rrrlr.llilrr.rr<:c," and as many disagreements arising as to the
rr ; r; rr,l rri:rtc statistical methods.
'l'lrt' rv.rd factor is a neutral positivistic word which can be used
lr.v rrr:r,Lr:r'ialist or idealist with equal ease. rt may covcr the indirect
.rPr.ssiorr of physiological pcculiarities, it may have something to
rl, with God. spearman could be said to hold that factors are a

are 'meaningful'and
ability more 'fundar, how to distinguish
or the 'causal'from

the rncrcly 'dcscriptive.' "r

Arrd it is now Burt who offers a way out of the chaos, or rather a
rl.<:trinc of rcsignation. why, he asks, should not our factors have
IIr. sa,mc kind of sxl5f,sngs-or non-cxisf,snss-4s is allowed to
plrysica
the ,,empirical,,

lirllorvs
lcl r.r.nri
rr, objc

from the logi
where there is n
s between them

r

is rro nccessity and no causality, only phenomena. This is the
.rrd of a system built on false foundations, a retreat from

l.;,i1,,,,;

rrrr1, rr.:rPir':r,t,ion

to know the individual and his processes at all.

l"r. tlris Positivist standpoint is the foundation of Burt,s

whole
srrlrs.r;rr.rrl tlgument. He now proves that factors have no concrete
t:xisl.rr.r', still less any effective causal powers. rre reminds his

lt'ttlt'r's llrrr,l .rlrrsality is, in any case, an out-of-date notion; it was
srr.<rt,ssl'rll\, "r'rlr.rrded,, from physical science by Mach and Karl
.l'clrrsrrrl :r,rrrl lrr: llrtcr throws in Eddington and Bertrancl Russell

r Op.cil., pp.2lO-Il,
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"the

of psychologic
municable kno
ture." It is at
"transccndedr'

onlY

attain is a
at is when
uced to tha
of being and consciousness, matter and mind. For, Burt adds-

"if this position be acccpted thc relation of matter and mind'
would lose much of its mystcry, for we should no longer be
concerned with thc intcractions of disparate substances but with
the corrcspondcnce of abstract structures."l
In psychology, thereforc, as in othcr realms of bourgeois thought,
theories rcvolve within thc limits sct by capitalist social relations
a constrictccl circle, unbreakable unless the capitalist mode
-within
of production itsclf is trreakable. Psychological theories, therefore,
reflect thc contrad.ictions of capitalist society, not the contradictions of objective actuality, and thc methods of investigation and
fleld of invcstigation are corre spondingly limited. Instead of tracing
eality on the human
activity and thought
vidual and a different
s narrowly limited to

saken objectivc enquiry and cxperiment and sceks a justification.

IV
Because he accepts the category of "intelligence" McPherson is
unable to break out of the vicious circle in which bourgeois psycho-

so<ri:rl origin and uses of testing in capitalist society,
olr.ict'livc results of testing.
'l'r':,ls rurc rrorv mainly used to separate off at a fixcrl age a flxed

r,urrrirllr llrc
rrrrrl

llrr

pllrlrrlrr,gr: of children for grammar school cducatiorr. Because
sch'r'l,iorr rrrust be on a mass scale group tests are uscd which are
crrlilcl.y vcrbal and usually arrangcd in certain formal categories,
corrcsgronding to types of intellectual operation. These tasks are
srrp;rosc<lly divested of all emotional signilicance, interest or point,
I'r'rrrrrcrI to demand a denuded "pure" intcllectual response.l At the
rr.pplicrl lcvel all the controversial qucstions arc ironed out into a
sirrrplc system of beliefs. It is just assumed that therc is a general
lir,r.lor corresponding to "intelligence" that can be testcd, that the
l'irrl,t:lligcnce" so tested is inherent and distinct from acquired
l<rrowlcdgc, and that predictions based on it are ccrta,in. It is in
t,lris guiscr, at arry ratc, that "intelligencc" testing has been sold to
cr

Irr<:a,tionists.

Whcn tcsts rLrr: spt'<:ili<:illly r:otrstnrcl,cd to differentiate children
irr l,t:r'rrrs o[ granrrrrirt scltool t'<1rr<:a,tion, thc folrn and content of this
l,.ypr: o[ cduciitiorr is t.lcitly tal<cn as given (tests anyway were
oligina,lly groundcd in this c<-rntcxt). If thcre is roonr for only 15

pcr t:t:nt. of an age group in gramrnar schools the tests can be so
that the rarv marks arc "sketvcd," i.e. so that the top
rlrc
stretchcd
out on the scale, thc remainder being bunched
;rrrlrils
r,krscl.y rrround the average. This makes it casier, in sclecting the top
15 pt'r' ccnt. to draw the linc at the lequisite point. It does not
prcvcrr.t the results being uscd to justify the existcncc of the
l-lriurrr)lar school, and of places in preciscly that proportion. The
rrrorc the "intelligence" test is used to this end the lcss objective it
lrccorrrcs. The traditional forms of education as well as the bourgeois
rr,tl,il,rrdc to knowledge are buttressed by the "intelligence" testl
l,lrt: "inl,t'lligencc" test is inextricably identilied rvith maintenance
<rl'1.lr<: s<r<:ial and ideological status quo.
'I'o-rlrr,.y, wlrilc tcsting gives way to more tcsting and all manner of
rci.rctiorru,r'.y t:rlucational theories are upheld, real educational reform
sinks irrl,o l,lrc lxrckground. Education is overshadowed by psychological tlrr:orit:s urrd cannot develop as a science. Teaching becomes
r:orrslrrrr:tcd

rForinsl,iurtr:, lirllorlirrgdirections("Writethelctterwhichisthefifthlettertothe
lcft of thc lottcr rvlriclr is rrridway betwcen K and O"); opposites; rearranging mixed
sentcnccs; punrplrr:lsirrg
lrunrplrr:lsirrg

("cducation is
provcrbsl rnanipultting numbersl analogies ("ct.

?"); simiLrrities;
similarities; ma,zcsq story completion; memory.
me
to rcvolution :[s <,r:lrvl is t,o '?");
See
J. L. Gray, 'L'lu: Ntrlilut.'s lrtlclligtnce, pp. 26-34. I,'or discussion of the mcthod of

t OP. cit.' P.233.
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something like a conditioned reflex; faced with a certain concencentration of I.Qs. the teacher automatically delivers the requisite
lesson. The separation of children into types of school, with diffcrent
types of education adjusted to their LQ. level, is not only the negation of education but also restricts the field of psychological enquiry
anew. This position is bccoming clearer, and teachers, administrators and educationists are already showing signs of revolt.
The very scale on which tests are now used is calculated to show
up the fallacy at the root of the whole system. Because the tests
retain only the forms commonly believcd to cloak "intelligence"
without any content at all, they are not evcn good tests from the
point of view of bourgeois schooling-particularly now that the
fight against formalism in education has achieved some results.
They turn out to be about as faulty a prognostic instrument as the
old formal examination. 'Ihe psychologist, nothing daunted, now
advances tests of "character" and "temperament" to supplement
them. But the question obviously arises-Why go to all this
trouble? Why take the individual apart in accordance with certain
preconceived notions, abstract his reactions fronr all meaningful
relations, and then add them up into a composite psychological
pigture? The functioning, Iiving whole is there to be investigated;
surely it would be safcr to start with the real thing? The psychologist would then be spared the odd theories he now has to propound
to explain how his psychological machine works; he might even
discover the only thing teachers want to know-how real children
really learn.
There is only one answer to these questions on the practical
plane: that the whole technique of testing in the educational
field has been evolved to classify children at an early age. The only
intelligent course, therefore, is to abolish selection and testing

Hocil'1, lr.y w:r,y of study of the bourgeois theory of the State. It
rrr rrprrrlll, r'k rur that the practice of testing perpetuates a bourgeois
r,orrr,r';rl,rl' "itrtclligence" reflecting bourgeois supremacy and
;rrrrcl it'r'rrrrrl so lauding the midclle class. The objective result of
lcsl irrg is, l,lrcrefore, to uphold and perpetuate class inequalities,
rrrrrl lo slrr'<:ird reactionary vielys of "human nature" which vitiate
trlrrcrl iorull thcory, undermine educational effort and dehumanise
llrc lrlrrr:ttional process, Because it is unscientific mental testing is
socirr,ll.y rcactionary; because it is socially reactionary it perpetuates
llrr: t.orrtlitions which have led to its downfall. Psychology, of all
sl,ttrlit's, can least afford to be socially neutral if it aspires to be a
scit'rtcc.

together, and give every child the maximum opportunity for
healthy all-sided development. Then psychology will have a free
field of investigation and the opportunity for scientific study of
child development, and education too will be free to develop as a
science.

"Intelligence" testing must, therefore, be consistently criticised
and exposed in its theory, its practice and on its results. It is
impossible to separate out these aspects. It is clear that progress
towards a fuller understanding of human nature can only be impeded by attempts to "reach a fuller understanding of intelligence";
one might as well try to understand the laws of development of
36
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Q OVIET musical thcory is nfarxism applied to the practicc of
LJ music in the Union ol'Sovict Socialist Republics.
In his Contri,bution to thc Critiqu,e of Pplitical Economy, Marx
touched. upon the rclation of art to the foundations of society
when he spoke of ihe "legal, political, rcligious, resthetic, or philosophic-in short, idcological-fornrs in which men become conscious of this conflict (bctween the material forces of production
and thc property rclations u,ithin which they have been at work)
and fight it out." Thus Xfalx rcgarded art as an expression of the
class struggle.
In another passagc he pointed out that rvhen socialism was
first being cstablishcd, ib would necessarily be created from out
of somc particular stage of the dcvelopmcnt of capitalism, it would
bear thc "birthmarks of capitalism." In other words the men and
womcn who were building socialism rvould carry with thcm to
some extcnt the icleological prejudiccs of a capitalistic upbringing.
Especially is this likciy to be thc casc among intellectuals, because
their sphere of work is furthest removcd from the economic
foundation of society.
Marxism was first dcvelopcd furthcr in thc field of resthetics by
Plekhanov, who rvrote i;nhis Fundclmcntal Problems of Marnism:

"In primitive socicty, wherc class divisions do not yet exist,
productivc activity has a direct influcnce upon the conception
of the urrivcrse and upon resthctic taste. . . . When we are concerned with a society divided into classes, the direct influence
of economic activity upon idcology is far less obvious. . . . If we
want to understand a dance performed by the Australian
aborigines, it sufficcs that we should know what part is played
by the women of the tribe in collecting the roots of wild plants.
But a knowledge of the cconomic life of lSth Century France will
not expla,in to us thc origin of the minuet. In the latter case we
have to do with a dance whicli is an exprcssion of the psychology
of an unproductive class."
These observations of Plckhanov are important; they point
out that in all societics art is ultimately based upon the economic
38

r,llrtllrrrl ol'socicty, but that the

degree of closeness of its rclationl,r llrr. t.t:onomic structure varies with the form of societv, and
r',,;rrcirr,ll.1, rvith the profound differencc between class society and a
:,olitI 1, rviI lrout classes.
li'lirrr: thr: October Revolution, in the very midst of the Revoluliorr ol'1t)05, Lenin, attacking the bourgeois theory ofi art being
nlrovr, so<:icty and developing in a world of its own, wrote:
Hlrrp

"ll, is impossiblc to live in society and remain frce of it.
'l'lrr: l'rccdom of the bourgeois artist, writer', or actrcss is simply
sct:r<rt or hypocritically disguised dependence on thc rnoney bag,
()rr Irrilrcry, on maintenance. Non-paltisanship in bourgeois
socicty is mcrely a hypocritical, disguiserl, passive expression of
:r,rllrt'rcncc to the party of thc satcd, thc party of those who
rlorrrinitt<:, tlrc parl,.y of thc cxploiters." (',Party Organisation and
)rrrty Lil,<'r'tl,r rtt.. ")
I
Lt,rrirr n'giulrlt,rl lrist,or'.y l,rrrl rvith it l,hc history of alt as a process
ol' <:orrsl,:rrr1,, ilrt:concilirlllc st,r'rrgelc llctrvccn thc old and the new.
As lirl btc:l< as 1804 hc ltacl writtcn:

"llistorical materialism includes, so to speak, pari,isanship,
rvlriclr orjoins the direct and open adoption of the standpoint
o l' r, r I t' ir ritc social group in any judgmcn b of events. " (,,Econornic
('orrl,cnt of Narodism arrd the Criticism of it in 11Ir. Struve's
Irook.")
:

I

Lcnin dcveloped

tl-rese fundamental iclcas of Marxism as far as
of art in socialist society was concemed after the
Octobcr Rcvolution. In a conversation with Klara Zetl<in, he said:

thc

pr:actice

"In a society based on private ploperty the artist produces
for thc ntarket, he needs customers. Our revolution has freed
thc rtrtists from the oppression of thesc all too prosaic conditions.
It has rrr:r,rlt: the Soviet State their protector and customer. . . .
But, ol' c()ul'sc, we are Communists. We must not stand with
foldcd alrrrs arrrl lct chaos develop as it will. We must guide this
proccss, hrlkrwirrg a quite definite plan, and mould its results. It
is not ozr opirriorr o1'art that mattcrs, nor the feeling that art
arouses in scvcrirl lurnrlrcd or cvcrl thousands among a population
of millions. Art lrclongs to the people. Its dccpcst roots must lie
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among the very thick of the working masscs. It must be such
that these masses will understand and lovc it. It must voicc the
feelings, thoughts and will of these maslios, rnust uplift them. It
must awaken the artists in the masscs, artrl serve to develop
them."
The present controversy in the Sovicb rrrrrsit:itl rvorld started with
the publication of a document dcscr.ilrcrl rs thc "Dccision of the
C.C. of the C.P.S.U(ts.) of Fcbruary 1ol.lr, 1948, on the opera
The Great Friendski,p, by V. Mrrrtrlt:1i." Mnliing a number of
criticisms of this particular opcra, l,lrr: rlt:<:isiorr points out that "the
failurc of I'Iuradeli's opcra is not llrr isolirl,c<l irrsttncc, but is closely
connected with the unsatisfa,ctor..y stiltc of contcnrporary Soviet
music, with thc sprcad oI thc ilormalistic trcnd arnong Soviet
composers." Further on in the document it is stated that l'many
Soviet composers have, in their nristaken pursuit of novelty,
divorced their music from the needs and artistic taste of the Soviet
people, formed an esoteric circle of connoisseurs and musical
gourmands, lowered the high social role of music and restricted its
signilicance, confining it to satisfaction of the spoiled tastes of
individualistic would-be resthetes."
It is evident that this "Decision" carries forr,vard the ideas
expressed by Lenin in the foregoing paragraph.
But Lenin also warned against a primitive interpretation of these
ideas. Dealing with literature, but in a way which could apply
equally to music, he wrote:

lPrahlemns af Sauiet Nfwsiaan Thearyt
of a majority," and do not "ensure larger scope for personal
initiative and individual inclinations." Such objections have at
their root objection to any criticism at all. They resent the
"Decision" because it is an indication that thc C.C. are not "standing with folded arms and lctting chaos dcvclop," but that they
are "guiding the process." It must be realised that Lenin is here
comparing artistic activity with other forms of Party activity,
education, etc. He is carcful to cxplain that "artistic activity is
least of all subject to such domination," not that i,t may remain
outside any criticism. It is here, therefore, a question of degree.
Let us turn noly to a consideration of wh5r the Central Committee
at this particular momcnt ccascd to stand with folded arms, but

To some people it may appear that thc terms of the criticism of
the "Decision" go beyond r,vhat Lcnin considers correct, that they
in fact do make the Soviet composers "subject to the domination

turned its concentrated attention upon the situation in the Soviet
musical world. The discussions and conferences inaugurated by the
publication of the "Decision" disclosed a number of facts of great
signiflcance. It became apparent that the whole organisation of
Soviet music and its criticism, the award of the valuable Stalin
Prizes, the possibilities of publication and performance, had gradually got into the hands of a small group of composers, together
r'vith those writers on music, who wcre their admirers. This group is
headed by the composers named in the "Decision" as those "whosc
u'ork most strikingly illustrates the formalistic distortions and antidcmocratic tendencies in music, which are alien to the Soviet
peoplc and their arbistic tastes." Thesc composers are Shostakovich,
Prokoviev, Khachaturian, Shebalin, Popov and Miaskovsky.
It is a very signiflcant fact that with the cxception of Khachaturian these composers all belong to the eclectic school of Russian
musical development, the school of Glazounov, Scriabin, and
Maximilian Stcinbcrg, rathcr than that of thc Big llive, whose last
rcprcscnttrLivc wlrs ll.imsliy-I{orsakov. The case of Khachaturian is
dilfcrent; he startcd as a composer with strong national Georgian
and Armenian elements, from which, hou,'ever, it appears, his latest
work had shown arr unexpected departure.
The discussions brought out the fact that the articles in the
musical journals and the musical articles elsewhere were never
critical of anything produced by these composers, and at the same
time ignored to a great extent the compositions of others, including
the very important musical developments in the Autonomous
Republics. Successful operas by composers in Azerbaijan and
Uzbel<istan were sometimes ignored and such composers wele
seldom by any chance considered for Stalin Prizes.
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"It goes withoub saying that literary activity is least of all
subject to mcchanical cqualization or levelling, to the domination of a majority ovcr a r"rrinority. It goes without saying that in
this sphere it is absolutcly neccssary to cnsurc larger scope for
personal initiative and individrral inclirrations, full play for
thought and imagination, fornr antl r:rxrtcrrt. All this goes without
saying. But all this only plovcs that tlrc litcrerry part of the Party
cause of the proletariat cannot bc rrrcchauically identified with
other parts of the Party cause of thc prolctariat." ("Farty Organisation and Party Literature.")
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Of course, this situation would not have bccn so serious had the
in question ac^hieved rcally outstanrling succcsscs with
the Soviet musical public. But this was not l,hc casc. Sincc the
victory over fascism, the public had showrr signs of decreasing
interest in concerts rvherc the works of srrr:h composers were
performed. Operas by Soviet composcrs tlorrscrl litble interest;
indecd the general public began to display l,lrc strnc indifference or
even hostility to plcsent-day music whiclr l ht: prrblic of Western
Europe and the U.S.A. shorvs to its <ront,ctrrTlorary composers,
though not to the same degrec. This rvts :r, n(.w lrlrrrnomcnon in the
Soviet Union. And it is evident l,lurt srrclr irrrlil'li,r'cncc or hostility
could not have becn duc, eithcr to tlrr. irrllrrcrr<,c ol'<:t'itics (since the
critics whose articlcs appcarcrI lvcrr: ;111y;1.ys lir,vorn,ablc to the
works of tlic composcrs now rrrorliorrctl irr tlrt: "I)r:r:ision"), or to a
general fccling of hostility torvanls living conrposcrs, since the
public in the U.S.S.R. is in gcncral biased in favour of its own
composers, as it is towards all contributors to the development of
socialism in its own country or elscwherel hence a Soviet audience is
likely to accept a nely work, whether it is fully appreciatcd at first
or not, provided that it does not actually repel.
The composers themselves remaincd seemingly unaware or indeed
tolerant of this situation; and one more symptom of aloofness and
superiority on their part showcd itself. Thcrc had been two important celebrations since the actual victory, the 600th Anniversary of
the foundation of Moscow, and thc 30th Annivcrsary of the October
Revolution. The pcople of the Soviet Union had celebrated both
these events by rcncwcd efforts at the rebuildirrg of their shattered
country, by reaching ncw rccords in all domains of achievement.
But for the Moscow cclcltla,tiotrs thc composers created nothing,
apart from a few perfunctoly poprrlrtr songs. For the SOth Anniversary, Shostakovich turned out il pot-p<lrrrli of'Sovict popular songs,
which made an unfavourable irrrllrtssion <ll' l:r<:l< of intercst on his
part. The remainder did nothing rt rr,ll.
On the other hand, composcrs not, bclorrgirrg to this group had
little or no oppoltunity to reach thc prrblir:, <:il,hcr through getting
their works published or by means ol pcr'fornralrces. There appears
to have been excessive centralisation in thc organisation of the
orchestras. Provincial towns wcrc sllclificed to thc demands of
Moscow and Leningrad, whosc musicnl lil'e was again subordinated
to the influence of the ole particrrllrr group.
The "Decision" has led to a tlrastic alteration in this state of

terminology of the "Decision" peculiar, and the attaek on thc socalled "formalistic tendencies" of thesc composers unwarrantablc.
The "Dccision" statcs that thc tcndeney of their music "renounccs
vital principles of musical composition such as melody, and prcfers
confused, ncuropathological combinations that turn rnusic into
cacophony, into a chaotic conglomeration of sounds. This music
distinctly smacks of contemporary modernistic bourgeois music irr
Europe and Amcrica, which expresses the dccay of bourgcois
culture, the total negation of musical art, its irnpassc."
To a person unacquaintctl with histrlrictl rrr:r,l.<rrialisrrr, l,hr: .i,1.1'.y
idea that it is mcattingful to sllctli ol'srr<,lr rr, l,lrirrg rLs lrourgr.r,is
music seems forcigrr arxl cvt:rr tllsrrrd.'l'o ir st:r'iorrs sl,rrrlt'rrl, ol'l,lris
philosophy, howcvcr, it is not only scns<:l'rrl [,o sllt:rr,k ol'lrorrrgt'r,is
rnusie, but also ccrtain that such a thing cxists. 'l'lrt: lrislol'.y ol'irlt
since class socicty superseded tribal communisrn htrs bccrr tlrc
history of the art of classcs within society. In recent tirncs tlrr:
bourgeoisie has been the ruling class. The ruling art of that pcrio<l
Jras been their art, thc art which expressed diflerent aspects of thr:ir
psychology, whose function it was, to quote from our own I\larxist
thcoretician of art, Christophcr Caudwcll, "to adapt the individual
to the trecessitics of social c<-l-opcration,".in this particular case to
co-opcration rvil,hin thc li'unrcwork of bourgeois society. A ruling
<:lass Iurs its art both in its progressive time and in its decay.
I}rlrrgr:ois civilisation is now irr its last stages. I{ence it is not only
possiblc but certain that thcre is such a thing as the art "lvhich
expresses the decay of bourgeois culture."
What will be the charactcristics of such an art? Caudwell has
explaincd this as follows. "Thc bourgeois illusion regarding frcedom (of which art is a mode), counterposes freedom and individualism to determinism and society; it overlooks the fact that society
is the instrument whereby man, the unfree individual, in association
realises his frecdom." From this it follo.ws that the art of thc
bourgeoisie in dccay is the art of the extremist individualisnr, in
which the freedonr of the individual is belicvcd mistal<cnly to lie
in the deepest laycls of his subconsciousncss, in prcciscly thosc
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affairs. It has analysed the lcasons for the unpopularity ol'l,lrc rvor.l<s
of these composers with the general publie, and takcrr stcps lo r:rrrl

the monopoly of control enjoyed by them and thcir trlrrrilt'r.s
among the critics.
Not many people will be inclined to question the reasonrublcrrcss
of these measures. But there will still be many rvho will lirrrl l,lrr:
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are togcther with him building up a new way of life which shall
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emotions least socially adapted, and thereforc least inhibited by the
necessities of social co-operation. But if, as Caud,well maintains
(and as historical materialism makes evident) the function of art is
to adapt the individual to the nccessitics oI social co-operation,
sueh an art as that of bourgeois civilisation in dccay is therefole

the negation of art, precisely the term usctl in thc "Decision" of
the Central Committee above quoted. (I hopc no onc will raise the
objection that modern music is peculiarly x:pt:llr:nt to the directors
of capitalist monopolies, who prefcr Nocl (lowrrr'<l; rnd that therefore atonal music must be rcvolutionary irr lr socil,l scrrse. Of course,
the majority of the bourgeoisie arc corrrplt:Lc plrilistincs, but those
few who are interested in art favour'-as filr trs thc a,r'b of to-day is
concerned-this individual ist ic vrr,rict.y. )
Even so the accusations o1 "lirrrnalisrn" nr{l,y st:crr t,o run counter
to the walning by Lcnin quoted above to thc clTcct that artistic
activity "is least of all subject to mechanical equalisation, to the
domination of the majority over the minority."
At this point opinions may differ. Some people may consider
that in particular instances the accusation of forrnalisrn which
smacks of decadent bourgeois music is unjustified or exaggerated.
What is meant by formalism? It is in fact used by different people
in various senses. Khachaturian was accused of formalism, when,
in a Symphonic Ode, he had scored one passage for twenty-four
trumpets playing in unison. A more usual term would be "bad
taste." The eight harps and four pianos in Prokoviev's Ode to lhe
Dnil of the War were similarly criticised. No doubt both these t.wo
examples are cases of composers excessively concerned with effects
of colour-or, if you prcfer it, noise-lather than musical substance. Of course, colour and dynamics are both essential ingredients of music. But it is a, <rlrzr,t'a,ctcristic of formalism that it
stresses some one or othcr ingrr:tlicrrt o1'rrnrsic ir,t thc expense or to
the exelusion of the other ingrc:rlit:rrbs. 'l'Irrrs thc cxccssively
percussive music of some Amcrican (i()rnJ)osicrs;, sr.rch as Ornstein
and Cowell, would come into this catcgoty. llhis tcndcncy to a lack
of balance comes, it is believed, by losirrg sight of the true function
of the particular work during thc proccrss of composing it, when the
technical considerations, when thc various musical ingredients are
allowed to work out their developrnents, uncontrolled by the
directing consciousness of the composer, who, as a human being
living in the U.S.S.R. in a socialist society, must never lose sight of
the function of his music, nor lose touch with the public, who
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irradiate humanity as a wholc. Sovict composers must search for
new ways of expression. Such ncw ways are absolutely necessary if
socialist realisn is to be expressed in art, but they must be sought
for in the U.S.S.R. as a dcvclopment out of the classical traditions
of music of that country, retaining what is essential and developing
new ways of treating this. For this reason stress is particularly laid
on the traditions of thc Russian classics as far as Russian composers
are concerned. In general a national artistic consciousness is
believed to be essential. What is called homeless cosmopolitanism
leads a composer inevitably into eclecticism. Apart from the
Russian Classics, the characteristics of folk-music, which in the
U.S.S.R. is still very much alive, are stressed as very important.
The study of folk-music should, it is considered, be widespread in
the music conservatoires, whereas up to now it has been the subject
of especial departments only. In this way again national characteristics, which are the heritage of the people for u,hom the Soviet
composers are writing, will bring the new music nearer to the hearts
of the Soviet people. Instead of this the composers prone to formalism attempt to derive the new elements in their music from the
latest productions of \{estern European and American music. This
introduces a two-fold eclecticism of style: it is contrary to national
tradition, and contains forms of expression characteristic of
decaden'u bourgeois music and therefore least likely to serve as
suitable ingredients in the art of socialist realism.
Of course, when such criticisms are made and such organisational
changes brought about as has happened in the U.S.S.R. since the
beginning of 1948, certain possibilities arise. Disgruntled. and
second-rate composers may try to take advantage. Leading personalities, whose talents entitle them to positions of prestige, are
excessively attacked by those whom they have previously ignored
or derided. But the Report of the Plenum of the Union of Soviet
Composers, held from December 21st to 29th, 1948, some ten
months only after the publication of the "Decision," bears witness
to the remarkable vitality of the Soviet musical world. During
these nine days at a series of concerts 150 compositions were performed, all composed or completed during those intervening ten
months, each by a different composer and including thirty major
works.

The programmcs included works by all the so-called formalist
group except Prokoviev, whose opera had previously been produced.
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it wasorganisc nr:[ss c()tr(,('rts a,nd mass discussion in
the opinion ol' llrt: pcoplc. we end this cona grcat r:x1tt'riCnt:r:, r:()rrscious of the responsiby
enrichecl
ference
,,necessary

order to

to

souncl
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they were guided, as in all othcr sphcres, by the scientific theory of
Marxism-Leninism.
At the Conference which preccdcd thc publication of the
"Decision," Zhdanov, the representativc of thc Central Committee in this controversy, spoke as follor'vs: "At thc present time
Soviet composers have two responsible tasks: the main task is
to develop and improve Soviet tnusic, the second task is to protect
Soviet music from the penetration of elements of bourgeois decay.
Comrades, we lvant, rve desire passionately, to have our own
porverful school, 'we want it to be both rnorc numerous and stronger
than that'urhich once amazed the world with its talents and covered
our people with glory. . . . If you use to the full our classical musical
heritage and at the same time develop it in the spirit of the new
demands of our epoch you will develop into a mighty Soviet
school."

when faced with such monumental achievements as the totality
of Soviet musical life, of which the organisation of this Plenum

the communist Party of thc Sovi(|t, Lhrion, undcr whose leadership
the d.evelopment of socialisnr, l,lrt: Iight against fascism, and the
reconstruction of the post-war pcliocl have all been triumphantly
accomplished.

Thebentral Committcc does,ot claim infallibility on aII matters
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fn what country among the Western Democracies do the trusted
representatives of the people spcak in such tcrms to their composers? Ilere any i<lca tha,t nrrtsic hrls a high socitll t'ole is trcated
witlr contcrnpt ol cvt'rr rlisirplrt'ovltl. Wril,irrg rlborrt X'he Oly'mpians,
the ncw opr:r'll lry Arl,lrrrl llliss i,o a librcbto by J. B. Plicstlcy,
rcccntl.y protlrrct:tI l'ol tltc [irst tirne at Covent Garden, Ernest
Ncwnrrurr s:li<l thc lollowing: "Mr. Pm,estley's teut is o, fi,rst-rate one.
. . . As I scc the mattcr he began with tuso eucellent themes, each of
'ivhich, had hc so willed it, might havc been self-complete and selfsufficing. 'Ihe legend of the gods of Greece having sunk to the
status of a troupe of shabby, strolling playcrs, but bccoming
their ancient selves again for one night in a hundred years or so,
is a theme in itself, and a great theme. . . ."
Mr. Ernest Newman no doubt likcs to see the Greek gods, once
the personification of the forces of Greek society, as it developed
from tribal communism to the democratic City State of Athens,
made trivial. Such ignorant Philistinism is characteristic of our
decadent society. The jibcs of such petty Philistines against the
social developments of music in the U.S.S.R. and the Nerv Dcmocracies ale not of much account.
Wherc are \ye in Britain to look for greab themes? Is there a high
social role of rlusic here in our decadent bourgeois society? Yes,
thcre is, if wc ernbracc partisanship in our art, and place it at the
service of thosc lvho arc partisans in the glorioils struggle of mankind for the new world of true freedom, which socialism and communism will secure to all.
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lfT should now be clcar to all that the tendency of the modern
lL *orld is towards certain quite clearly marked forms of social
change. The drive to national independence in the East (and

Crwsqde
The significance of this remark needs to be appreciated. Just
as 1848 was roughly the bcginning of modern Christian anticommunism, it was also rorrghly the beginning of modern
Christian socialism,r a movement pcrhaps most marked in the
Church of England but one, nevertheless, which infected all the
churches.

The tradition was certainly there within the R.oman Church.
The Abbd Mably, had taught that most of the evils of society
sprang from the unequal distribution of property which was
contrary to natural law. Natural inequalities in strength and
intelligence, he taught, were not sufficient arguments to prove
the necessity of the economic inequalities existing in human
society. At a later date the Benedictine Deschamps held that
the principles of sound Christian morality ought to aim at the
community of goods. It was in this tradition that a number of
priests were involved in a rising in Italy in 1877, while in France
and Germany others were associating with the revolutionary

indeed nearer home as in Greecc) is clcar. National independence,
however, is not an end in itself. The cnd to which the modern
community is increasingly driven, an end which is yet only a
beginning, is that of socialism.
There is probably no country in the world to-day in which there
is not either a victorious or a nascent socialist movement. Necessarily, therefore, the world is preoccupied with a struggle against
socialism and the world of ideas is preoccupied with a debate for
and against socialism.
This is the environment in which the modern Christian churches
have to live and function and think. It is, thcrefore, impossible for
them to escape from confronting socialism at some point.
The debate within the modcrn churchcs is not new. It has been
waged violently since before the revolutions of 1848 and the
Communist Manifesto. 'I'he papal stand was made clear in 1846
by the so-called "Iiberal Pope" Pius IX, who, in an encyclical of
November 9th condemned (among a list of other bodies which
included societies that distributed Bibles in the vulgar tongue),
"that abominable doctrine, so diametrically opposed to the law of
nature itself, which they denominate cornmunism, which once
admitted and recognised would overthrow every species of law,
and right and property, and destroy the very foundations of human
society."
The papal line on the subject has never changed. From that day
to this communism has been the main enemy and encyclical after
encyclical has pilloried the foe and endeavotrrctl to lead the church
in an alternative coursc. Thc felrnous cncyclicals Rcrum Novarum
(1891) and Quadragesimo Anno (1981) condemned aII forms of
socialism on the grounds that privatc property was rooted in
nature (no distinction being madc bctween property for use and
property for profit). " 'Religious socialism,' " they said, " 'Christian
socialism' are expressions implying a contradiction in terms. No
one can be at the same time a sincere Catholic and a true Socialist."

r It was in 1848 that the Clristian Socialist group of Maurice, Kingslcy and
Ludlow came into bcing.
2 See his De La Legislation oue des Principes des Lois, Amsterdam, 1776.
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movement.

In England thc Christian Socialist movemcnt and its work is
well known. Ilndcr thc lcadcrship of Kingsley and Maurice, it
infuriatcd thc clrurch leadcrs and never quite satisfied the workingclass lca,tlcrs. As thc century wore on, however, its ef{ects on the
church were deep and it is a reflection of its influence that the
Lambeth Conference of 1920 felt compelled to state:

"\{e cannot claim a good record with regard to labour
questions. Since the beginning of the industrial revolution only
a minority of the members of our church have insisted on the
social application of the Gospel. . . . The question is not whether
labour is friendly to the Church, or whether we can attract labour
men to the Church, but whether the ideals of labour are sound
and its claims just. . . . The purpose of the labour movement,
at its best, is to secure fullness of life, the opportunity of a
complete development of their manhood. and womanhood for
those who labour; it seeks to furnish a better world for people to
live in.
The labour movement can help the Church by
bringing us in touch with actualities, and increasing our discontent with mere pious aspirations."

Tke Al[oderw Qwarter$t
They went on to say that "industrial and social conditions in
different parts of Africa and the East, including the exploitation of
coloured labour and the labour of childrcn, dcliver a clear challenge
to our Christian civilisation."
But rvhile these words were bcirtg rrttcrcd the liussian Revolution
was fighting its way to victory agairrst forces armed and supported
by the very men who had put most of the Lambeth Bishops into
office. The success of the Rcvolution did much to check the fervent
ecclesiastical support of the labour movement outside Russia.
Inside the eountry it administered a tremendous shock to an Orthodox Church which had been a prop to the Tsarist tyranny. With no
Tsar to support it, the Orthodox Church first opposed the Revolution, then as the result of a long intcrnal struggle, came out in its
support, and then split. It took twenty years to produce the situation which was disclosed in l94I of a church wholly supporting the
Soviet rdgime.
fn these years the social fermcnt in other churches had been
bedevilled by a skilfully contrived campaign about "religious
persecution" in the Soviet Union. In the pages of the sensational
press Russian Bishops were murclcred not once, but many times,
before they eventually amivcd in Paris. 'l'he campaign succeeded
to a considerable degree. Nevcrthckrss, as the years passed, the real
impact of communism and its challenge to the churches became
more and more felt and led to a considerable debate, which was
shown in England by the production of such works as Christianitg
and, the Social Reaolution, and those of Needham and MacMurray,
and which produced a growing social agitation within the
churches.

As the churches were engulfed in the second World War they
had behind them a considerable experience of fascism. The Vatican

had had its own difficulties in Mussolini's ftaly, the "Church
struggle" in Germany had hacl a pronounced influencc throughout
thc world, while General Franco a.nd his cpiscopal supportcrs had
signally failed to convince thc world that they wcle crusading for
Christianity.
The alternative to fascism was lnorc difficult to see. Was not the
Soviet Union atheist? It rvas a whole world of confusion that
was reflected in the religious press in the weeks following June 22nd,

,4. Tw erutietk- C eratury Crwsade
"Christians are bound to claim.the precedent of Mr. Churchill's
for stating that no word that they have spoken about
atheistic and materialistic cornmunism shall be unsaid. The
blood of thousands of marty,rs can only bc washcd out by deep
and bitter sacrifice. On thc othcr hand, agaiu following Mr.
Churchill, Christians, who arc thernselves in arms against the
most cynically immoral powcr in history, cannot refuse either to
aid or be aided by whatcver other nation or government is
actively opposed to Nazidom. So far as we understand the
matter Great Britain and Russia are not allies but associated in
a common undertaking. Thc distinction is important."
speech

The British Weeldy, one of the leading Free Church papers, was
frankly bewildered, and wrote:

"The only way to think about the new relationship into which
Russia and we are now entered and are pledgecl to maintain until
we are all frec to live a,gain---thc only way to think about this
new relationship is, in thc nrt:iltrwhilc, not to thitrk about it at all."

It

The Christi,un, Ncws Letter cchocd a morc widely held opinion.
wrote:

"Public opinion has endorscd the Prime Minister's statement
that everyone who fights against the Nazi's unprecedented claim
to unlimited power is our ally. It is none the less true that the
participation of Russia brings a new confusion into the issues of
the war. Between the Nazi creed and the European tradition of
which the Allies are the professed champions, the gulf is plain.
But Russian Communism, while it presents a moral challenge to
the democracies in respect of the unjust social privileges which
persist in them, has at the same time revealcd features hardly
distinguishable from the merciless and inhuman tyranny of
Nazism and openly repudiates the religious source and sanction
of the best Western civilisation. There are opportunities as well
as dangers in this new political alignment."
The Roman Catholic Suord, of the Spiril was even more coldly
calculating:

"It cannot be repeated too often that Hitler's attack on
It is not the doctrine

1941.

The Church Times wrote:

Russia has nothing to do with Communism.
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of Marx but the tanks, guns and aircraft that Hitler is out to
smash. . . . There are two great danger points. On the one
hand, some sections in this country are ready to use Communism in order, as they say, to destroy Hitler's hold in
Europe. They are willing to encourage and, where possible,
directly help, Communist groups in different countries. Now it is
arguable that it is important to encourage any group that will,
in the purely technical scnsc, do sabotage and throw spanners in
the works and put sugar in the pctrol tanks, and so forth, but to
encourage Communism, to appeal to Communist sentiments, to
further the spread of Communisnr, is a fatal as well as a dishonest
policy. The stronger Communism becomes during the war, the
more difficult it will be to restorc a decent order in keeping with
the European tradition. . . . The other great danger is that at the
end of the war, Britain wiII only make a show of restoring peace
to Europe and wiII retire into isolationism. . . . The peoples of
Europe most emphatically do not want Russia to make the
peaee."

It was vacillatings, misgivings, and deliberate calculations of this
kind that paved the way for the sinister side of church activity in
Europe-collaboration. On the other hand, despite all the prophecies, the Soviet churches stood boldly by their people and
government and, by so doing, paved the way for a new rapprochement between church and state. The effect of these two courses was
felt in England and it was to guide his wavering forces that the
Archbishop of Canterbury wrotc in his Diocesan Gazette:
"There are many to whom any definite alliance with the Soviet
Government brings not unnatural misgivings. It may seem strange
to combine alliance with Bolshevist Russia with the claim that
we are contending for a Christian civilisation. But such misgivings
are really misplaced. For-

"(I) The first and essential aim of the whole widespread
struggle is to overthrow the tyranny of evil embodied in the rulers
of Germany, and all who are engaged in the cause must needs be our
allies.

"(2) The victory of the Nazi power would destroy any kind of
tolerable form of human government.
"(3) Russia is but the latest country suffering unprovoked
attack by Nazi Germany. It is contending for the principles of
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national freedom and independence, for which the British Commonwealth and United States of America are standing.
"(4) It may well be that ltussia's defence of its own land and
the new unity this will bring may lead to a new tolerance of
religion by the Sovict Govcrnment, and a new resurgence of
the interests of religion, always deep-rooted in the heart of the
Russian people. It is signilicant that at the outbreak of the war
thousands flocked to the churches for prayer in Moscow and
elsewhere.

"We must, therefore, wish every success to the valiant Russian
armies and people in their struggle and be ready to give them
every possible help."
Addressing his Diocesan Conference a few weeks later a new note
crept in:

"In view of the mighty issues at stake, .we must now think not
of the past, but of the present and the future.
"IMe are now concerned not with any party or economic system
but with the new and most moving uprising of the whole Russian
people, of the same spirit of passionate devotion to their land
and to its independence which once broke the hitherto allconquering power of the great Napoleon. . . . It is our battle as
well as their own they are fighting-the battle of all nations
still free and of all nations now enslaved for the overthrow of an
intolerable tyranny.
"Who can tell of what the cffect might be upon the ordering of
the post-war world of a closcr relationship between, on the one
hand, a new Russia, united by affiiction and emancipated from
the errors of the past and on the other, the British Commonwealth and the United States of America? We hazte something to
learn from Russia in the bold and far-seeing planning of economic
resources for the good of the whole community. They have something to learn from us in giving scope for the freedom and
responsibility of human personality. I suppose it is upon a
synthesis of the claim of the community with the fuII and free
development of each person within it, that the hopes of the future
must largely depend."
There were others also, apart from such stahvarts as the Dean of
Canterbury, who saw the issue clearly.
The British Weekly wrote:
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"The sacred rights of the individual, irrespective of race, colour,
or religion, are respected in this strange land, which is practising
Christianity without accepting its theory."
Outstanding among the Anglicans was the Bishop of Chelmsford.
course of a long article in thc Chelmsford Diocesan Chronicle
he said:

In the

"No doubt many good Christian people have been shocked by
things which have happened in Russia. So have I. I said so at the
time and. I have nothing to withdraw, but the behaviour of the
so-called Christian nations in Eulope has been an eye-opener.
The conduct of Vichy France, Spain and Italy in particular has
not been a very edifying example of Christianity in action. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is more religious to repudiate openly
all religion than to manipulate it in the fashion of these nominally
Christian nations. Such action approximates to the 'unpardonable sin.'
"I could shake hands with a non-praying Stalin, but I should
beg to be excused from doing so with a Petain, Darlan, Mussolini
or Weygand who can go happily to their Mass with dishonour and
trickery in thcir hearts. A religion which allows a man to be
dishonest and untruthful does not amount to much.
"I gather that a good many people in this country are afraid
of the Soviet Union and what it stands for. It has been suggested
that after the Europcan tragedy has come to an end, Russia
might be left as the 'residuary legatee' and proceed to force
Communism on the world and the last state would be worse than
a German victory.
"This is the kind of temper that Nazi propaganda seeks to
foster, and it should be suspect on that ground alone. But there
are other reasons for regarding it as a complete mistake.
"I do not think that history anywhere affords an example of a
nation going to war for purely ideological reasons. . . . If a nation
is happy and contented nothing is less likely than that it will
go to war with its neighbours in order to elevate them to a similar
state of happiness and contentment. Presumably Russia enjoys
its present method of government. I should nevertheless find it
impossible to believe that it would ever bother its head how the
other nations goyerned themselves much less engage in war to
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force them to adopt a similar constitution. Why on earth should

it?

"f darkly suspect that thcrc lics in the minds of many people
a deep fear of the results of all libcralising movements. Anything
which looks like a challcngc in a social ordcr which sustains their
privileges is regardcd with horror and labelled at once as 'com-

munism.' I can imagine nothing more calculated to foster
communism than this delusion."

This catalogue could be continued indefinitely. It shows both
the confusions and the considered stands of church spokesmen at
a critical period of history. Out of such views there crystallised
on the one hand religious collaboration with fascism and on the
other hand the wide religious movement for rapprochement with
the U.S.S.R. Between these groups however there was, and is,
a "third force" which resembles, not only in its political expressions,
but in the reality of its "independence," all similar movements in
the field of politics. It crystallised around the movement known as
"Gcumenical" which brought into being in 1948 the World Council
of Churches.
This movement was a fusion of two previous movements, "Faith
and Order" and "Life and Work" which had laboured from the
beginning of the century in the field of church reunion. They both
represented the drive to unity produced by a world in which the
ideological differences of the Protestant Reformation have ceased
to have significance. Necessarily, however, contemporary struggles
have affected the movement and a tendency has grown to use it as
a rallying ground for the ecclesiastical opposition to the real
challenge of our time-the challenge of socialism.
In the Amsterdam Conference of 1948 this trend was markedly
there, although it did not appear in a simple form and it did not pass
unchallenged. The message of the Assembly "to all who are willing
to hear" assumed a lofty objectivity.
The world, it said, "is fiIled both with great hopes and also with
disillusionment and despair. Some nations are rejoicing in new
freedom and power, some are bitter because freedom is denied
them, some are paralysed by division, and everywhere there is an
undertone of fear. There are millions who are hu4gry, millions who
have no homes, no country and no hope. Over all mankind hangs
the peril of total war."
5D
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To people in this condition the Assembly offered hope. It went
far as to say:

"We have to remind ourselves and all men that God has put
down the mighty from their seats and exalted the humble and
meek. We have to lcarn afresh together to speak boldly in Christ's
name both to those in power and to the people, to oppose
terror, cruelty and racc discrimination, to stand by the outcast,
the prisoner and thc rcfugcc."
To speak, yes. But to what cnd? The Assembly had abundant
opportunity to talk of "tcrror, cluclty and race discrimination"
in Spain, Greece, China, South Africa, Indonesia and Malaya. It
said not a word.
One of the Assembly's Commissions took as its subject "The
Church and the Disorder of Society." It noted "a social crisis of
unparalleled proportions." It then urged Christians to"recognise the hand of God in the revolt of multitudes against
injustice that gives communism much of its strength. They
should seek to recapture for the Church the original Christian
solidarity with the world's distressed people, not to curtr their
aspirations towards justice, but on the contrary to go beyond
them. . . . Christians lvho are beneficiaries of capitalism should
try to see the world as it appears to many who know themselves excluded from its privileges and who see in communism a
means of deliverancc from poverty and insecurity. AII should
understand that the proclamation of racial equality by eommunists and their support of the cause of the colonial peoples
makes a strong appeal to the population of Asia and Africa and
to racial minorities elsewhere."

From this we came naturally to a survey of what is wrong with
communism. Objection is taken to:

1. "The communist promise of what amounts to a complete
redemption of man in history."
2. "The belief thd,t a particular class, by virtue of its role as
the bearer of a new order, is free from the vices and ambiguities
that Christians believe to be characteristic of all human existence."
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3. "The materialistic and deterministic teachings . . . are
incompatible with belicf in God, and with the Christian view of
-rn ,, a petson."
4. "The ruthless methods of Communists in dealing with their
opponents.')
5. "The demand of the party on its members for an exclusive
and unqualified loyalty which belongs only to God. . . ."
This list makes it quite clear that it is a very difficult thing for
churchmen to condemn conlmunism on any recognisable moral
grounds. The Pope has been more frank and has stated openly that
his root objection to communism is that it seeks to abolish private
property, which, he claims, is a God-given right. To a certain
degree, at any rate, the pundits of the World Council are more
farsighted. They can see that if this objection is made they will
fail completely in their task of persuading well-disposed and honest
people to join the anti-communist cause. So they look for more
subtle objections and, in finding them, dispose on the one hand of
many of their own supposed beliefs and on the other hand expose
the inadequacy of their own philosophy to cope with the problems
of the contemporary world.
Few have remarked the astonishing nature of the fact that
Christians should object to "a complete redemption of man in
history." Away with the Kingdom of God on earth! Away with any
Christian concern for the changing of society and man now! There
must not be pie before we reach the sky!
From this the descent to straightforward misrepresentation
(a reflection no doubt of the fact that the authors have not been
redeemed rvithin history) is easy. So we are asked to accept as a
fact that communists believe that the working class is "free from
the sins and ambiguities. . . ."
What utter rubbish! It obscures, of course, the important
communist belief that the working class will eliminate many of the
"sins" of society and, in doing so, will learn how to shed many of
its own.
Marxism, again, is not determinist. It is a philosophy which rests
on the supposition of constant creative activity by man. It is not
simply but dialectically materialist, using this rvord in its philosophical sense which has nothing whatsoever in common with the
vulgar sense fronr which the members of the Council failed to
escape. The Marxist parties, in expecting loyalty from their
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members (no new thing in human affairs) are not asking a loyalty
apart from loyalty to society but as an expression of loyalty to
society and to man himself. Is the position of the World Council

that loyalty to man is incompatible with loyalty to God?
There is truth in the suggestion that communists have been
ruthless in dealing with opponents, but not so much truth as is
sometimes supposed. The history of the civil war in Russia reveals
all too many examples of a generosity to opponents that was illrequited. The important issue here, however, is the moral one.

Is

ruthlessness (which prcsumably means severity) never right?
The pacifist would say no. But thc majority of Christians are not
paciflsts and the World Council did not take a pacifist stand.
Indeed it had not one word to say about current atrocities in
Spain, Greece, and Indonesia. When it has reached this point it
may be justified in resuming a discussion on ruthlessness.
Communism was condemned. To the indignation of many,
however, itwas not alone. The formulation used was: "The Christian
Church should reject the ideologies of both communism and
laissez-fa,'ire eapitalism." (The significance of this will become
apparent when we look at the work of Dr. Brunner.) It is to seek
instead "new creative solutions."
We are not told what these solutions are and the debate on
"The Church and International Disorder" failed to disclose them.
This debate revealed the tendencies at work within the Council.
One of the main spokesmen was the well-known Ameriean foreign
policy expert, Mr. John Foster Dulles. IIis presence goes some way
to explain the reluctance of Eastern Churches to associate with the
Council.
The Churches, said Foster Dulles, could not escape their responsibility in world affairs. They must oppose the drive to war. They
must form a public opinion against it. They must work for the
recognition of moral law and the dignity of man. They must,
however, face the fact that these things 'vvere reflected in political
organisations in the West, which were also susceptible to Christian
influences. Communism, on the other hand, rejected the moral law.
Marxism knew nothing of the rights of man. There was, certainly,
a resemblance between the economic and social end which the
communists proclaimed and what the Christians sought. NevertheIess, there was a gulf between the methods they could adopt.
The Soviet communist rdgime was not peaceful and did not pretend
to be. It opposed, o4 principle, peaceful change, So we faeed the
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communist problem. It could not be resolved by force. If time
were left to us, however, there was a solution. Example was
infectious, and if the moral application of Christianity could be
enshrined in a state system this would point the way.

This was almost the perfect example of the combination of
righteous generalities with direct distortion and straightforward
mendacity. ft was answered by the Czech Professor }lromadka,
who challenged the whole idea of Western supremacy. Ilromadka,
it needs to be remembered, is more an existentialist than a communist. He is, however, a member of the National Action Committee of Czechoslovakia.
"What we are witnessing," he said, "speaking in secular and
political terms-is the end of Western supremacy within the
realm of the international order. The repercussions of this
appalling upheaval are noticeable everywhere, in politics as well
as in trade and business, in literature as well as in spiritual and
moral life. I am not speaking about the decline or fall of the West.
What I have in mind is simply the fact that the Western nations
have ceased to be the exclusive masters and architects of the
world. The era of Western man is approaching its end under a
terriflc storm which is sweeping through all humanity. For several
decades many a deep and responsible observer has been pointing
to the portentous omens of the forthcoming crisis. At tfue peak
of the political and economic prevalence of the West, many
inclinations of moral, spiritual and political decay have been
observed; a malady of spirit, a growing lack of self-commitment
and self-dedication, a mood of sceptical indifference and pessimis-

tic frustration, an

absence of strong faith and convictions. All
that could hardly be counter-balanced by the increase of wealth,
comfort, prosperity and technical achievements. Somewhere

deep under the ground we can hear a resounding echo of the
millions of the underprivileged, the underdogs of society, marching and claiming a full share in the material and cultural goods of
modern society. . . . The prosperity and the relat.ive political and
international security urrder the flags of the Western nations has
made the lcaders and the rank-and-file citizens of the West
either self-complacent or reliant increasingly on material power,
either economic or military, rather than on moral and spiritual
resources. The last ascendency of Western prestige came after
World War I, when the Western democracies appeared to be
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for a moment the unchallenged, unrivalled makers of the world,s
politics.
"At this moment, three years after World War II, the situation
is in many ways more serious than it was ten years ago. Western
man has not yet recovered and is losing morc and more the last
remnants of his world leadership. Evcn the enormous wealth,
the military and atomic power of the Amcrican nation must not
deceive us. I am not saying that thc Wcst is irrevocably and
incurably condemned to a final collapsc or decay. What I have in
mind is Western man's apparent fear, frustration and helplessness in dealing with the great issues of our times. The an-xiety
about the advancing social transformation under the leadership
of the Soviet Union is depriving the average Western citizen of a
real grasp of the situation, of an adequate understanding of what
is actually going on. What he has taken for granted is slipping
out of his hands, and that makes him confused, restless, scared,
nervous or disillusioned and apathetic. He has not much to offer
along the lines of moral, philosophical or spiritual leadership.
His political decisions are not free of doubts and uncertainty.
He is losing the trust and confidence of the former eolonial
nations which-rightly or wrongly-are looking to Soviet
communism and the Soviet brand of democracy as being a more
reliable and trustworthy guide through the labyrinth of this
world.
"The international crisis in which we find ourselves cannot
be overcome and solved by material means and military weapons.
There are politicians, military men, statesmen, and even ordinary
citizens who predict, and perhaps hope for, a clash of arms. . . .
Let us not deceive ourselves. The victory of the West must not
be taken for granted. . . . The world cannot be organised on an
anti-communistic, anti-Sovieb basis. . . . What would happen if
the Soviet rdgime and present governments in the so-called
People's Democracies were crushed? All the elements responsible
for the catastrophe of l9B9-45 would rcvive. . .,,

After some remarks critical of communism, Ilrornadka

con-

cluded:

"Nevertheless, communism represents, although under an
atheistic form, mueh of the social impetus of the living Church,
from the Apostolic age down through the days of the monastic
orders to the Reformation and liberal humanism. Many barbar60
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ians are, through the communist movement, coming of age and
aspiring to a place in the sun. The pcrils of communism cannot
be overcome by equating it exclusivcly with totalitarianism and
by marshalling all the possiblc and inrpossible groups against it.
It is our great task to understand our own failures, omissions and
intangible selflsh motives, to acknowledgc the right of the new
barbarians 'to become co-builders and heirs' of the treasures
that were accumulated through the centuries and enjoyed only
by some few nations of Europe and America."

If it was surprising that an existentialist should so defend
Eastern Europe

it

was at least just that

it

should be a Czechoslovak

who should remind the delegates that the West "has not much
to offer 6long the lines of moral, philosophical or spiritual leadership." If this could just be brooked it was, howcvcr, fclt by many
that the defection of Barth was intolerable.
No modern theologian has enjoyed a greater international
reputation than KarI Barth. Nobody has been more "otherworldly." Nobody has been lcss infectcd by economic communism
or dialectical matcrialisrn. Yct llcfrrrc, <lrrriug and since Amsterdam
he has rcsolutcly lt:flrrst:tl to join thc struggle against communism
an<l luls cvcrr condrrctcd throughout Hungary a mission for the
Itclirrrrrcd (lhurch.
IIis position is well described in an article of his appearing in two
issues of World, Reaiezl.r He is against communism. Politically
he stands for neither East nor West. There is a "third way."
But:
"Ten years ago it was a question of National Socialism, and that
was not a movement which had a single serious question to put
to us, but it was quite simply a mixture of madness and crime
in which there was no trace of reason. . . . There was a curious
softness and adaptability in the whole European attitude towards
the Nazi movement and above all, even at that time, a great
and trembling fear of it. Incidentally, ten years ago it cost
something to say the one-sided, unequivocal 'No' that it was
necessary and imperative to say at that time . . . he saw himself
surrounded by the careful silence of most of the fine people who
are so excited to-day. . . .
"And so everybody is rushing about to-day saying that the
same 'No' must be said again, with the same intonation, by thq
I .Iuly and August,
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Church, or at least by those in the Church who spoke out ten
years ago, against the East, against Soviet Russia, the 'People's
Democracies.' As if such simple repetitions ever occurred in

history! . . .
"Red is just as bad as Brown; one totalitarianism is as bad as
another-so what! That is what people are crying' out at us
to-day. Now at lcast none of the many contemporaries and fellow
Christians arc justificd in joining this cry who were rather glad
to see Brown at one tirne because Brown was so much against
Red: none of those, that is, who thought the good thing about
National Socialism was that it seemed to form such a strong dam
against communism. Neither are those entitled to join in-and
certain circles in the Allied Military Governments in Germany
seem to belong to thcm-who consider it right to play off the
newly awakened nationalistic instincts of the Germans against
the Russians. Neither are any of those entitled to join in who do
not find anything amiss in the fact that the West has so far not
hurt a hair of the head of the Spanish dictator Franco, but that it
is by no mearrs averse to including this totalitarianism, of which
thc Spanish Protestants can tell us a good deal, in the planning
of its future eastcrn front. And why was so remarkably little
said herc when shortly before Christmas last the Dutch, with
whom, generally speaking, we have so much in common, attacked
their Indonesians with a Blitzlrieg which inevitably reminded
one to a remarkable degree of certain proceedings in May, f94O?
This is what we want to ask: is it really totalitarianism and its
methods which we are being called upon to fight? For if that is
really a Christian call to battle, then it ought to be directed
against every totalitarian system. The battle-cry in which we are
being asked to join to-day is, in fact, not a Christian battle-cry,
because it is only directed against the East. It is, in a word, not
quite honest. Therefore, we must refuse to make it our own."

Barth's reference to "the careful silence of most of the fine people
who are so excited to-day" was barbed. During and since the
Amsterdam Conference he has been publicly attacked by his own
former chief disciple, Emil Brunner. It was largely in reply to him
that this article v'as written.
Brunner's own position is stated concisely in a pamphlet called
Communism, Capitalism anil Christianity.r Superficially it adopts
r Lutterworth I?ress, ls. 6d,
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the Amsterdam line that Christianity opposes both communism
and capitalism. ft insists, howevcr, that "individualistic capitalism in its original form, and if I may so exprcss'it-in
its purity," no longer exists. It has been "modified and tempcred" by three forces, the trade-union movement, state intervention, and "the slowly-developing awareness of capibalism
that it must take into consideration the interests of all. Thc
question whether there is a third way has been long since ansrvcred
by the course of events. The third way has been followed for a long
time; the only question now is, how can these three forccs which
check ancl restrain capitalism work togcthcr most fruitfully?"
Only communism remains to oppose.
'Ihe Amsterdam Conference was widely attacked in the rightwing press of the U.S.A. for not having given a sufEciently clear
trnti-communist lead. On the other hand therc were those, even
irmong its delegates, who saw it as reflecting Anglo-American
rlominance. One of them wrote

h
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"Perhaps it would be an unfair briticism to say thab the
opinion of the Younger Churches2 on many issues was not
clearly heard at Amsterdam. Thcre were, of coursc, certain
reasons for this fact. The preparatory material was regrettably
onc-sided, as the contribution from Christian thinkers from the
Younger Churehes was totally inadequatc to give it thc necded
balance. . . . More than half thc population of the carth lives in
thc lands of thc Youngtr' (llurrchcs and their delegates represent
not onl.y thcir lltrticrrlal churches, but also the countries in
which l,lrt:y livc :r,nd the cultures in which they move. Judged
frorn this anglc, we cannot say thab the conference was made to
fccl thc 1'ull impact of the contemporary 'world. This is clearly
sccn in the way in which the East-West conflict [a misnomer if
ever there was one, for the East does not end at the Bosporus!]
dominated the political thought of the confercnce. I\Iany of us
wished an Asian speaker could have followed after John Foster
Dulles and Professor llromadka had spoken, to tell of the difficulties which the Anglo-American bloc is creating for other
peoples of the world. It might have given a new perspective to the
whole discussion of the East-West conflict. But what chance did

a Malayan or an Indonesian delegate have in the atmosphere
which prevailed?"
l Winter, 1949.

2'Ihe reference is to Missionary founded churches mainly in the Far Dast.
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The American Press criticisms of the Conference reflect the
widespread anti-communist hysteria which to-day dominates the
public life of that country and which has deeply infected the
churches. The outstanding example of this is what is known as "the
Melish case." John Howard Melish was for forty-{ive years Rector of
the famous Holy Trinity Church in Brooklyn. His career had been
most distinguished. On four occasions he lvas elected a clerical
deputy to the General Convention of the Episcopal Church and was
secretary of the Joint Commission on Social Service of the Convention. He has now been dismissed because he did not stop the
activities of his assistant (his son), the chief of which was that he
acted as chairman of thc National Council for Ameriean-Soviet
Friendship.
The outcry caused by this case has sholvn, however, something
of the strength of the better elements in the American churches.
The Bishop of Missouri is one of those who is supporting the
fight for Nfelish's reinstatement and the widely-circulated and
influential Churchman has come out clearly on the side of Melish.
When the Central Committee of the World Council met in
Chichester it had behind it the well-directed outcries against both
the Mindzenty and Bulgarian Pastors trials and a press campaign
demanding that it 'speak out.' The Dean of Chichester had attacked
it for not being sufficicntly anti-communist and tlne Obseraerl

had warned that "the attitude of the Protestant Churches
towards the Communist rigimcs in Eastern Europe is still conThere are those who emphasise the likelihood that
fused.

Cardinal Mindzenty was a reactionary politician."
It reacted to the situation by passing a vaguely worded statement
which is unlikely to satisfy either the Dean of Chichester or the
Obseroer, but which went some way to meet them. It was, it said-

"deeply disturbed by the increasing hindrances which many of
its member Churches encounter in giving their witness to Jesus
Christ. Revolutionary movcmcnts are on foot and their end no
man can foresee. 'Ihe Churchcs thcmselves must bear no small
part of the blame for thc rcscntntcnts among the underprivileged
masses of the world, since thcir own efforts to realise the brotherhood of man have been so wcak. But justice in human society is
not to be won by totalitarian methods. . . . We call statesmen and
1 June 26th.
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all men who in every nation seek social justice to consider this
truth: a peaceful and stable order can only be built on foundations of righteousness, of right relations between man and God
and between man and man. Only the recognition that man has
ends and loyalties beyond the state will ensure true justice to the
human person. . . . We declare the duty and right of the Church
to preach the word of God and to proclaim the will of God. . . .,,

It should also be noted-it was not so widely advertised. in the
Press-that the Central Committee in another statement said:
"Disturbed by evidence of discrimination and repression
by dominant religious majorities against minorities,
reiterate
the statement in the report of Section IV of the
[we]
Amsterdam Assembly especially the affirmation that we
oppose any Church which seeks to use the power of the state to
enforce religious uniformity. . . ."
exercised

Willing as so many are to join the Yatican crusad.e against
comrnunism in the name of a religious liberalism, the antiliberal attitude of the Vatican itself makes this path difficult. It
was, indeed, the Jesuit Father Robert Rouguette, writing on the
central committee of the world council in the september issue of
lltudest who commented;

"First and forcmost, a painl\rl dilcmma of conscience. We
must rcalisc tlur,t thc Spaniards2 are only pushing to their
cxtt:rrrc lirrrit :r numbcr of principles admitted by the
CaLl-rolic Church in the first half of the nineteenth century
and not yet discarded in so many words. On the other hand
where the [Catholic] Church is persecuted or out-numbered,
Catholics do not hesitate to demand religious freedom in the
name of the right of conscience. We cannot but allow that
our attitude is diseoncerting for non-Catholics.,, Ife goes on to
plead for a change: "Is it not possible, while denouncing error qua
error, to allow broad rights of individuals to seek truth at their
own risk, even given the danger of embracing error . . . collec-

tively and sociologically?"

Father Rouguette is a brave man. Ife has, however, more
support in his own ranks than many are apt to suppose. The antiliberal campaign of the Vatican and the anti-communist campaign
r Paris.

2

In their treatment of Protestants.
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of the churches in general have gone a long way, but they have
never been able to command universal Christian assent. On the
contrary. Although the forces within the churches which fight these
views are minority forces, they are deeply entrenched and they are
in a powerful position. It is they who can appeal to all that is best
in the Christian tradition. It is they, indeed, who can appeal freely
to scripture. The whole tenor of the New Testament is: "Blessed are
the peacemakers" and not "Blessed are the warmongers." The
woes of St. Luke and the execrations of St. James are reserved
for the rich, not for the poor. It is, indeed, no accident that the
Pope condemned jointly in 1846 communism on the one hand and
the spread of the Bible in the vernacular on the other.
It is important at this juncture of world history to realise that,
in his drive to war, Ilitler fought hard for the German churches,
but was never quite able to win. The drive of the warmongers of
to-day is sHgfitly more subtle. They fight not for physical control,
but for the soul of the churches.
Christianity to-day, as for many centuries, is divided into
different churches or groups. Nevertheless, it remains an international movement and all its component parts are affected by movements of thought in the others. Once this is realised, the significance
of the religious situation in the U.S.S.R. and in Eastern Europe
becomes clear. Despite all the furore in Britain and America,
the strongest coherent current of opinion in world Christianity
to-day is in the socialist countries. Theologically, it believes that
society can and should be reordered for the benefit of the mass of
individuals, and politically it supports the developments that
have taken place in these various countries. If the Orthodox and
Ilungarian Reformed and Czechoslovak Churches have led this
advance, it is also true that significant Catholic and other groups
move in the same direction. In the Far East similar tendencies are
at work.
In the West the situation is different. The church machine
is able to ensure that, with few exceptions, only "safe" men are
preferred to leading positions. Nevertheless, in America, Britain,
France and elsewhere the position is challenged. The essential
conflict between anything that can be called "Christian" and the
drive to a third world war leads to a rank and file opposition to
official policies which is stronger than is often realised.
Those who work for war can no more escape a church opposition
than Hitler could. They, in turn, will not win their battle.

Mgr Apprenticeship was published in 1926, Beatrice
Webb intended it to be the first instalment of a much longer
work, My Creed and, Craft, in which, with the help of her copious
contemporary diaries, she would relate the story of her long career
as a public figure. As she was then nearly seventy, she might
reasonably have assumed that no substantially new or significant
experience would upset her plan of work. But though having completed the first volume she at once began to write the impression
of her husband that now serves as Introduction to Our PartnershiTt,
it was not until 1948, five years after her death, that it finally
appeared. The reason is neither that she lost interest in the work,
nor that with old age her intellectual vigour began to wanel but the
much more remarkable one that, as she explains with dramatic
modesty, "other tasks intervened." She had yet, that is to say, to
serve a second term as a Cabinet Minister's wife, and then-one
of the few phenixes to rise from the ashes of 1931-to experience
her grand climacteric, the discovery of Sooiet Communism: a
New Ciailisation.
In attempting any serious appraisal of Beatrice Webb's life and
work, even of that restricted part of them she has publicly recorded,
it is necessary at thc outset to stress emphatically the signiflcance
of this concluding phase. In the first place, as she insists in the
closing pages of the present volume, "in case I should not live to
finish this autobiography," it indubitably represents the supreme
fulfiIment of her lif'e's work. "Soviet Communism with its multiform
democracy, its sex, class and racial equality, its planned production
for community consumption, and above all its penalisation of the
profit-making motive and its insistence on the obligation of all
able-bodied persons to earn their livelihood by serving the community," supplied the final and satisfying answer to that "search
for a creed" to which, as she describes in My ApprenticeshiTt,
she had unreservedly committed herself in the lonely years of adolescence. Subjectively, its discovery was her ultimate spiritual and
intellectual triumph. But objectively, too, at Ieast in her own
considered opinion, "the two ponderous volumes published in
1935 were the final and certainly the most ambitious task of Our
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" fn the second place, only in the light of this foreoutcome
sympathetically the single-mindednes
e underlying
the apparently superficial
period of her
life. Withott it, Our Part
n be held to
Partnershiryt

knowledge of the

justify the malice of H. G. Wells's satirical portrait of the Webb
household h The New Machiauelli. "You felt you were in a sort of
signal-box with levers all about you, and the world outside there,
albeit a little dark and mysterious beyond the window, running on
its lines in ready obedience to these unhesitating lights, true and
steady to trim termini. And then with all this administrative fizzre,
administrative chatter
hat quite a lot of types
feral and obscure and
forces must be at work, as yet altogether unassimilated by those
neat administrative reorganisations." Of course, Wells was too
percipient to leave it at that. IIe recognised that his Altiora ,,was
an altogether exceptional woman, an extraordinary mixture of
qualities"; and he showed real insight when he added: ,,I don,t
know what dreams Altiora may have had in her schoolroom days.
I always suspected her of suppressed. and forgotten phases.,, But
even though the two volumes of autobiography have since revealed
that her dreams and phases were more compelling and persistent
than Wells was capable of perceiving, their influence on her
development might still have escaped us without the knowledge of
how fully they were eventually to be realised in the last amazing
decade of her life.
And there is yet a third reason for insisting on the significance
of Soaiet Communisna, which, though more superficial, is perhaps of
greater irnmediate importance. For if communist critics fail to do
so it will certainly be concealed or distorted by the neo-Fabian
critics, who, in their anxiety to disguise their own betrayal of
Socialism, will attempt to pass off their pallid moonshine as the
authentic lustre of the great Partnership. Just as Mr. Attlec, with
smug effrontery, recently denied William Morris,s fearless adherence to revolutionary Marxism in order to claim him as a fore-

breakdown of the capitalist system.,,
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ism continued to grow as her knowledge of them deepened, there
is the undoubted suggestion, no less misleading because perhaps
unconscious, that this was due rather to a weakening of her
critical faculties than to objective intellectual conviction. Nor is the
Preface to Our Partnership (for the otherwise admirable editing of
which we have to thank Barbara Drake as well as Margaret Cole),
altogether free from a similarly disingenuous implication. For while
attributing "the appeal made to her later by Soviet Communism
. . . aL Ieast partly, to the passionate, almost religious, faith of its
founders in the 'brotherhood of man,' " as well as to "their delibcrate use of science as a means of achieving their end," they continue: "Its political intolerance and fanaticism during its bitter
struggle against enemies, both at home and abroad, she was wont
to compare with the religious intolerance and savage persecutions
of earlier centuries." But in justification of this comment they quote
opinions that Beatrice Webb expressed, not when she had come to
understand the significance of the Russian Revolution as the major
episode in the world-wide struggle of the working class against
capitalism, but in 1926, at a time when she was still assuring the
\vomcn clectors in her husband's constituency that the Russiah
Rcvolution was the "greatest misfortune in the history of the
Labour movcmcnt." To such dubious shifts are the advocates of the
"middle way" rcduced, in thcir cflorts to convince themselves and
others that that fabulous tight-rope has any existence outside their
own timid imaginations.
But even regardless of its heroic and still only partly recorded.
conclusion, Our PartnershiTt is in its own right a social record of
profound and lasting interest. And much of its peculiar fascination
is due to the way it was 'compiled-extracts from the personal
diaries in which, without interruption, she recorded the immediate
impact of events on an uncommonly receptive and sensitive mind,
being strung together with a lucid and coherent historical record,
that never condescends to self-justification nor attempts, in the
light of later experience, to explain away old prejudices or mistaken
enthusiasms. Already while the plan of the whole work was taking
shape she had decided that "the ideal conduct would be to treat
the diaries exactly as I should treat them if they were someone
else's." But despite the phenomenal objectivity to which she had
disciplined herself by longJyears of practising the craft of social
69
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investigation-of which the introductory sketch of the other one
example- no one knew better than she that,
when the subject of that objectivity happens to be oneself, ,,it is
is an almost terrifying

almost impossible to get into that frame of mind.,, Thus, though she
describes the book as "practically an autobiography with the love

e kind.
he subinfuses

it from

a1y of the rvorks produced in collaboration, signing it, despite its
title, with her own unmistakable personal signature. And in this
respect no future editor, however elsewise able, can hope to replace

her. The contents of the voluminous diaries that are still unpublished-recording, as they must, the rise and fall of the Labour

light

on

the resul
Beatrice
and its s
rndeed, in order to grasp the full significance of our partnershi,Tt,
whether as social or as personal history, it is ad.visable to read lt
as the sequel to Mg Apprenticeship. By the end of the earlier
volume, published when Beatrice Webb was sixty-eight, Beatrice
Potter had reached the age of thirty-four and was ahLady in most

backs of becoming the second Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain out-
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principles soon convinced her, not only that the argument underlying them "pointed not to any organisation of charity, but to its
abandonment as a harmful futility," but also that whatever the
personal heroism of its leaders "the facts collected by philanthropists , . . were too doubtful and restricted to lead to any proven
conclusion as to the meaning of poverty in the midst of riches."
Nevertheless, it was in the course of reaching this conclusion that
what was to prove the central problem of her life had first clearly
presented itself to her. And since it continued to exercise both her
mind and imagination with growing insistence she had, when her
cousin, Charles Booth, undertook his pioneer survey of London
poverty, readily agreed to play a part in an enterprise that
aroused her "whole-hearted sympathy and admiration."
It was this experience that, on the one hand, completed her
apprenticeship as a social invcstigator. On the other, it awoke in
her the determination "to discover whether there was any practicable alternative to the dictatorship of the capitalist in industry,
and his reduction of all the other participants in production to the
position of subordinate 'hands.'" But though the chapter of My
Apprenticeshi,p in which she describes how this determination took
root is called "Why I Became a Socialist," it was not as yet to the
socialists that she turned in her quest. As she explains: "Fabian
Essags were still unwritten and unpublished: and such socialists as
I had happened to meet at the East End of London belonged to the
Social Democratic Fcderation, and were at that time preaching
what seemed to me nothing but a catastrophic overturning of the
existing order, by forces of whose existence I sa'w no sign, in order
to substitute the vaguest of incomprehensible utopias." Instead,being as she has since described herself at that time, "conservative by
temperament and anti-democratic through social environment,"she sought her alternative in the Co-operative Movement; and so
found the subject for her first full-length sociological study. Nor
was this to prove the whole of her first "Co-op divi." For, becoming
aware in the process of writing her book that she "lacked historical
background," and having quickly convinced herself that the
"kindly and lengthy explanations" of W. E. H. Lecky were leading
her nowhere, she also discovered the Other One. A friend having
assured her that "Sidney Webb is your man," she had promptly
invited him for inspection over dinner at the Devonshire llouse
Hotel and at once made up her mind, not only that he was eminently suitable as a collaborator, but also that "I Iike the man." But
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By the time of their encounter the two partners, as different in
temperament and characte_r as in appearancc, had arrived at very
similar, but by no means identical, conclusions as to the possibility
of diminishing poverty by "collective control and collective

as their role. They set out to study the methods and organisation
and realities of governnlent in the most elaborate ,,"rrr""lThey did
72
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the worl< as no one had ever hitherto dreamt of doing it. They
planned their research on a thoroughly satisfying scale, and
arranged their lives almost entirely for it."
This tribute to the scope and energy of their highly organised
industry was to be substantiated, as everybody knows, by a succession of scholarly works, which, beginning witln The History of
Trade Unionism, had already in the less than twenty years
recorded in Our Partnership established their international
reputation. Thus Beatrice's prediction on the eve of their marriage,
that "a considerable work' shorlld be the result if we use our
combined talents with a deliberate and persistent purpose,,, was
abundantly confirmed. But neither their achievements in the field
of scholarship nor the temporary successes of their manifold
political and social activities caused her to change the opinion she
had at the same time privately formed, that "we are both of us
second-rate minds." And since she was publicly to reiterate it,
first at the close of My Apprenticeshi,p arrd again in Our Partnership, the question arises as to what was the basis for it? Is it
to be sought in a tendeucy to perfectionism, springing from the
streak of introspective morbidity so movingly revealed in many of
the passages she quotes from the diaries, and to which more than
once she consciously directs attention? Or was therc, in fact, some
specific and palpable defect in their combined intellectual processes,
of which she, at least, was intuitively aware?
Had she lived to complete her autobiography as it was originally
planned, she herself would perhaps have supplied the answer.
But even the two instalments that we have indicate pretty clearly
where it is to be found, for they abound with evidence of her conviction that neither in theory nor in practice was the Partnership
successfully resolving the problem of social injustice. Again and
again she seeks to reassure herself that their ingenious wire-pulling
and elaborate personal intrigue were a justifiable substitute for
independent political action. Realising with ever-growing conviction
that there was fundamentally nothing to choose between the
Liberal and Conservative leaders, she yet shared with them their
contempt for the working-class masses who alone offered. a
genuine political alternative. And at the same time as she
fluctuates between what she realised to be an emotionally
determined idealism and the materialism to which their sociological studies progressively urged her, she expresses also a poignant sense of spiritual ill-ease. IIer acute and persistent awareness
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of this double dilemma is the measure of her integrity; but her
inability to escape from it explains why she should insist that, by
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knowledge, and therefore blind to the understanding that history is
the science of the future as well as of the past and of the present,

her own stringent criteria, their intellectual gifts were only of the

they lacked the innovating, creative ability which, as Beatrice

second order.

knew, is the prerogative of first-class minds.

The fact is that despite the generally accepted notion that they
were Socialists, to which they themselves subscribed, the Webbs
remained deeply rooted in the nineteenth-century tradition of
radical Liberalism; and though the first world war and the experience of two Labour Governments undoubtedly loosened their
roots, it was not until the last decade of their lives that they were
finally snapped. Moreover, and as a corollary, they never transcended-or, indeed, experienced the need to transcend-the limits
of nineteenth-century scientific empiricism. Already in 1886, in
an essay dismissing the claims of political economy to be regarded
as a science, Beatrice had written of her suggested alternative:
"A necessary implication of this new classification would be that
what have to be investigated, described and analysed are the social
institutions themselves, as they exist or have existed, not any
comparable with the law of gravity." And
assumed 'laws' .
though later she was to modify this view-as, for instance, when,
in 1900, describing their purpose in founding the London School of
Economics, she maintained that "the study of the structure
and function of society was as much a science as the study of any
other form of life. . . . Hypothcsis ought to be used as an order of
thought to be verified by observation and experiment"-17sfiaf, 1v6s
modified is less significant than what remained unchanged. She
would, indeed, have endorsed whole-heartedly the first part of the
advice that her great contemporary, Pavlov, offered to his students:
"Study, compare, accumulate facts . . facts are the air of a
scientist, and without them you will never be able to fly upward."
But she would have shrunk from the dialectical implications of his
conclusion: "But when you study, experiment, observe, you must
not stop at the surface of facts. Do not become a keeper of records.
Try to penetrate into the secret of their origin. Persistently search
for the laws that govern them." And precisely because they did
"stop at the surface of facts," the Webbs remained, for all their
scrupulousness in observing and vcrifying them, essentially
"keepers of records," for whom the science of society consisted
primarily in the meticulous "investigation, description and
analysis of the soeial institutions themselves." Dominated by,
instead of dominating, their laboriously accumulated hoard of

But underlying their limitations as sociologists was a deeper
philosophical flaw: and this, too, riveted them to the past. Rejecting the superficialities of contemporary idealism, but at the same
time shying away from the stultifying implications of metaphysical
materialism, they nevertheless disdained even to aequaint themselves with the new philosophy of dialectical materialism, which,
in many respects, they were so well equipped to understand. And
as a result they remained, in Engels' biting phrase, "shame-faced
materialists"-ps4fly, as Sidney put it, "to give the Almighty God
the benefit of the doubt"; or prepared, as Beatrice informed
Graham Wallas, deliberately to believe that "for my own children,
and for those of other people, the lie of materialism [is] more
pernieious and more utterly false than the untruths which seem to
me to eonstitute the Christian formula of religion." Essentially
their philosophical dilemma was the same as that which Marx, in
the third of his Theses on Feuerbach, had long ago detected as the
eentral weakness of eighteenth-century materialism. For while
recognising "that men are the products of circumstances and upbringing and that, therefore, changed men are the products ofother
circumstances and changed upbringing," they, too, forgot "that
circumstances are changed precisely by men and that the educator
must himself be educated." And the result of this "forgetfulness"
was a doctrine which, as Marx had predicted, "necessarily arrives
at dividing society into two parts, of which one towers above
society. . . . The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and
of human activity can only be coneeived and rationally understood as revolutionising practice."
And it was precisely for thus dividing society into an educated
dlite and an ineducible mass that Engels, in a letter written less
than a twelve-month after the formation of Our Partnership,
pilloried the practice of the Fabians as, half a century earlier,
Marx had demolished their theory. "An ambitious group u;ho
have understanding enough to realise the inevitability of the social
revolution, but who could not possibly entrust this task to the
rough proletariat alone and are therefore kind eirough to set themselves at the head. Fear of the revolution is their fundamental
principle . . . and hence follow their tactics . . . of permeating Liber alism
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with Saci,alism. . . . That in the course of this process they are
either lied to and deceived thernselves or else betray Socialism
they do not of course realise."
But though Our Partnership is a documented substantiation of
Engels' indictment, fully justifying Keir lfardie's bitter remark,
to which even in 1895 Beatrice conceded "some truth,', that "the
Webbs were the worst enemies of the social revolution," their crirne

is extenuated by the fact that, even at the height of the prestige
and authority aceorded to them by capitalist society, they never
allowed themselves to be rcconciled to its corruption and injustice.
For the ruling class, with many of whom they were on terms of
familiarity and even of affection-the Balfours and Asquiths, the
Greys and Churchills, the Crippses and Haldanes-their atriding
feeling was the contempt so scathingly expressed by Beatrice.
But though observation and verification convinced them that "this
life of unconscious theft," was only maintained by the class
dictatorship of the capitalists, r their theoretical limitations
prevented them, until at last the dictatorship of the proletariat
had established the empirical fact that Soviet Communism was
indeed "a new Civilisation," from recognising the only possible
historical alternative. And by then it was too late for them to
devote their great talents and heroic energies to educating and
organising a genuine party of the u,orking class in Britain. They
had frittered them away in building those monuments to the pettybourgeois intelligentsia, the Fabian Society, the London School of
Economics and the Neut Statesman anil Nati,on, Yet had they lived

to see how soon the degenerate progeny of Our Partnership was to
allow them to be transformed into mausoleums for the "Third
Force," one can imagine Beatrice choosing as the epitaph for their
tragic mistake the words of Volumnia:
"Leave this faint puling, and lament as I do,
In anger, Juno-like."

__

1 See

War.

The Decag oJ Capitalist Cioilisation, pp. 4 and 80, written after the tgI4-I8
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The Freeilom of Necessity. By
Paul. lbs.

J. D. Bnnwar,.

Routledge and Kegan

NTO feature of the intellectual life of our time is more significant than
,[. \ the absence, in the thought of wide sections of our scientists and
men of letters, of any consistent world outlook. More and more often,
as the general crises of world capitalism develops, there is, in some
circles, a tendency for the specialist-outside his own discipline and in
his approach to the great coutemporary social issues on which everything
depends-to display a narrow philistinism, an impotent distress, or a
cynical despair.
Against this trackground, Professor Bernal's latest book stands out.
In place of despair, there is a message of confidence and hope in the
future of humanity; in place of a modest competence and a narrow
specialisation, a mastery and breadth of scope; instead ofvague abstrac.
tions, a capacity to grapple with problems in the most diverse fields of
human activity, and to find ways to their practical solution. Such a book,
in our times, could have been written only by a Marxist.
The Freeclom of Necessity is a collection of

thirty-two essays written at

different times during the last twenty year's. The essays are arranged in
eight sections, according to their subject matter, and each section is
provided with a short introduction which serves to indicate briefly the
circumstances in which the work was written.
The present work makes quite a different impact from Bernal's earlier
book The Social Function of Sc'ience, for in place of a single coherent
theme 'we are presented with a variety of topics, the treatment of
which is remarkable for the great depth and content of the thought, the
originality and the freshness of expression, and the encyclopredic
character of the resources on which the author is able to draw for his
illustrations and examples.
A collection of essays is often unsatisfactory in being discursive; in
treating a large range of topics v-ith little relationship to one another.
This is compensated in the present work by the fact that we are able to
see the development, under the impact of events and experience, of an
author whose scientific reputation was already established before the
fi.rst of the essays was written.
The essays on "Science and the llumanities" are certainly arnongst
the best, and it is a matter of importance that they will now be available
to a much larger audience than that to which they were originally
addressed. Discussing the continuing tendency towards specialisation
in the education of scientists, the author shows clearly that this is
maintained at the expense of the kind of knowledge which is of most
concern to the scientist as an individual-knowledge about society and
its history, about philosophy, art and religion. It is this tendency'which
has encouraged the popular mistrust of the scientist as one who is
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indifferent to human needs and aspirations; and in turn has led scientists
to isolate themselves from the business and problems of everyday life.
Both these tendencies are dangerous and destructive in an age when the
widespread adoption of the scientiflc method in evcry Iield of knowledge
'and practice are of decisive importance, and when the closest co-operation between people with a variety of experience and skill is vital if the
urgent practical problems are to be solved.
The author is not content merely to point out the problems arising
from excessive specialisation in the education of the scientist, In the
essay entitled "Science teaching in general education," he makes
contributions of the greatest importance to the current discussion.
This essay should be read by all those ivho are interested in educational
advance. At least one of his proposals-that of providing the opportunity
for all students to acquire an understanding of the main features of the

Science," writes the author, "is much more its application to the history
of science and the directions of fruitful future scientific fields of discovery
than it is to the actual descriptions and deductions from concrete

scientiflc method-has already been adopted in the reform of the German
universities, and must be given serious consideration in the near future

in this country.
"Science and the

Arts" is a great theme which is still in the earliest

stages of its development, and a treatment at the same level as that of
some of the other sections could hardly be expected. There are, however,

experiments,"

"Marxism is a world-outlook." When in this book we survey the great
range of problems which await solution, the many fields in which our
knowledge is rudimentary, we see it also as a potential world-outlook;
as one which will reach its full maturity only in a society based upon a
world socialist economic system. Out of the intellectual confusion and
decay of capitalist society in decline, a new intellectual life is coming
into being; one to which the forces already available in this country are
sufficiently great to make substantial contributions, For many years,
our generation will find in this book a rich source of ideas for discussion,
research and experiment. It will take its place on our bookshelves beside
Diderot, Dialcctics of Nature, Anti-Dil,hring and The Crisis in Physics;
and it will make a contribution of the greatest importance to the
recognition of Marxism "not as an abstract system into which the future
has to be fitted, but as a live and flexible method by which we ourselves
can determine it."
D.

haphazard and intuitive in the work of the architect to be replaced by a
rational process; and would, on the other hand, restore reality to these
abstract branches of mathematics.
Two important themes which have been the subject of recent discussion are found in the essays on "The Relevance of Science" and in
the "Marxist Studies." In the essay on "The Irrelevance of Scientific
Theory," written in 1929, the author was already drawing the important
distinction between the role of theory in the development of a science,
and the use made of theories, especially those of modern physics, for the
support of particular philosophical tendencies. This distinction has an
important bearing on the recent discussions in Moscow on lleisenberg's
IJncertainty Principle. It is often overlooked that this principle is in
fact a source of positive knowledge; that it gives us, for example, a
method of determining the lifetime of atomic objects which cannot be
deduced by any other method at present available.
A second question of contemporary interest is that of the application

sciences. Those who are interested in the
application of dialectical materialism to their own field should read the
essay on "Dialectical Materialism," the substance of which appeared in
T lu M o dern Quarterly, I 8 4 8 Centenary Number for March, 1 94 8 ( which the
author does not mention). "The application of dialectics to experimental

Feudal Order. By MenroN Grses. Past and Present Series. Studies
in the History of Civilisation, Vol. VIII. Cobbett Press, 7s. 6d,.
rll-nHERE are still scholars who believc that the decline of the Roman
lf Empire was followed by a relapse into barbarism, from which
Europe only recovered with the Renaissance, which they interpret as a
revival of the "eternal values" of Greece and Rome. Others contend that
Rome fell, like Babylon, because she was corrupt, and that in the }liddle
Ages, under the guidance of the Church, the supremacy of spiritual over
material values was maintained until it was challenged by modern
industrialism. In either case we are intended to conclude that to-day
those values are once more in danger frorn the barbarian at the gates.
These views enjoy little support among specialists; and, if they are
still current, it is largely because the historians of the period cannot or
will not relate their studies to the problems of the contemporary world.
The great merit of this book is that, besides being a work of careful
scholarship, it is animated by a conscious desire to rescue history from
such sterilising falsifications so that it may be used as an instrument
of human progress. It presents a coherent argument, which, just because
it throws so much light on the Middle Ages, serves also to illuminate
the present day.
The first Iive chapters show how the feudal system took shape out of
the disintegrating elements of tribal society after the collapse of the
western Empire. The Romans failed in Britain because they deserved to
fail. They had the technical resources for raising the productivity of
agriculture, but they did not use them, because their sole concern was to
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many good things and a characteristic example is the suggestion that
architects should study symmetry and topology. This proposal, symbolic
of the author's emphasis of the vital importance of the interplay of
science and

its applications, would, he suggests, allow that which

of dialectics to particular

is
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enrich themselves. It was not they but the ba,rbarian invaders who
ploughed up the forests and so effected a revolution in the mode of
lroduction which brought into being a new social order'
In the new order the;ld tribal relations were transformed into feudal
relations. when the Saxons landed on these shores, their tribal institutions were in decay, and in their new settlements they made extensive
use of slave labour. witlr the consolidation of the feudal system slavery
disappeared. The reorganisation of agriculture was carried out with the
assis^t-ance of the lcaders of the church, who, besides being big landow.ners, had preserved the Roman traditions of estate management. The
struggle betieen the Roman ancl Celtic Churches was essentially a
str"[!t" between the old and new mo<Ies of land tenure, which ended in

the triumph of the new.
If slavery had disappeared, so had the community of free and-equal
peasants bound by ties of kinship. The new unit was the manor. under
ihe manorial systlm the landowning class, organised in a hierarchy of
ties of p"r.orrui allegiance, exploited the unfree peasants and serfs. The
class st^ruggle had been extended and intensified, and so, especially after
the Norman Conquest, the growth of the new order was accompanied by
the development of a state apparatus centred in the king' This is the
subject of ehapter V, and it is resumed in Chapter YII, where we see how
the development of the state led to the growth of Parliament'
Chapters YI and VIII, which deal with the growth of.trade and the
declini of feudalism, are difncult, mainly because the subject is one that
needs to be studied in connection with the rise of capitalism, as Dobb has
done. The result is that the concluding stage of the argument is not
altogether clear. It would have been better, I think, to stop shortat the
thirleenth century and clevote the final chapters to the ideology of feudalism. What the author says on this subject-she argues that the
Renaissance was "the continuation by a new class, for a new purpose,
of the intellectual activity of the Middle Ages"-is so interesting that
we should have been grateful for more.
Let me stress the iirportance of the early chapters as a contribution
to the understandi.tg of ttt" transition flom slave society to.feudal
society. It is to be ho-ped that the author will continue her investigation

north-western Durope, or evcn to Europe; and
decline of slavery in the so-calletl Dark Ages,
to understand the growth of slavcry in ancien
Finally, let the s=econd edition be provided with a glossary- of technical
terms. I am sure that more than one-reader will be prompted to ask, who
is a sokeman and what is church scot?
Gponcn TnolrsoN.
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THE MODE OF PRODUCTION

A ColrnrpNr oN Dn.

S. Lrr-r-nv's Ruvrow on Pnornsson V. G. Crtr,op,'s
Boor< Ilrsroay

I
R. S. LILEY, in his review, criticises

Professor Childe for
an exposition of the Marxist conccption of history and of the
mode of production in particular which carries the "taint of his trade."

fle

sets out his own view as follows:r

"My own view is that the mode of production must be treated as a
whole. The division of the technological from the organisational side
is convenient for many purposes, but neither can be said to be more
fundamental than the other. Man is not merely a tool-making animal
who in consequence of his tool-making takes up economic co-operation. If one had to guess whether the tool-maker or the economic
co-operator came lirst, one would guess the co-operator-one can
imagine man-like creatures grovelling a living in small co-operative
groups and then learning to use tools to help them, but I for onc cannot
imagine an isolated man learning to coritrol fire or split a stone to make
a sharp edge and then calling on other men to help use his discovery.
Ilowever, this hen-or-egg problem hardly matters. The important
point is that in observable history the two aspects of the mode of
production interact on roughly cqual terms, and it is only by taking
the two of them together as the basis that one can reasonably assert
that they govern the general evolution of other aspects of history"
(The lVlodern Quarterly, Yol. 4, No. 3, pp. 26a-5).
This viewpoint should not be mistaken for that of l\[arx. In his famous
preface to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx writes that "these
relations correspond to a deflnite stage of development of their material
forces of production." 'Ihe relations of production, in the same paragraph, are spoken of as turning from "forms of development of the
forces of produetion" into "their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social
revolution." Lilley considers that Childe has misunderstood the meaning
of this paragraph by l\[arx; but has ]re not himself misunderstood Marx?
Again, in Di,alect'ical and Historical Materialism, Stalin devotes
eighteen pages to a discussion on Historical Materialism and the mode of
production, in the course of which he writes:
1 In this contribution, I am concerned only with Lilley's statement of his own
standpoint and not with the correctness or otherwise of his criticism of Professor
Childe's book.

I'
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only the most mobile
"Consequently the productive forces are not

.rra""-rotrtlo.trry"l"o,"ntinproductionbutarealsothedetermining
in the development oi production' Whatever are the produc"i"*""t
tive forces Such must Le the relations of production'"

Iflenterhereintoanargumentondefinitions,itisonlybecause
th"r" ,,re real differenccs of irinciplc 'r:T,**r.Tl"iXJJ"":ril#:l

frn'l,lrcr division of labour. Out of the development of the division of
Itlrorrr', which, as Marx rrotes, "represents so many different forms of
owrrcrship," class society emerges. Given the backward state of the
lrrodrrctive forces, primitive communist relations were a necessity; witlt
tlrc development of these forces to the point where they could produce a
surplus over and above the subsistence needs of the communally organiscd producers, class society became a social necessity, in the sense that
without the relations of class society, the productive forces could not
develop. The basis for the great leap from primitive communism to class

society must surely be sought primarily

I" asPect covers uP the clear and
in ii Dialectical and' Historical

wtrum,ents of production and the people w}ro

the lay-out of
operate them. And "organisational" aipect confuses
means of prothe
,ir"frin", in a factory *itt' th" question: who o*tlt
duction?Relationsofproductioninvolveproperty.relations.Torcesof
Lilley has
express mrir,s cont"ol over Nafure. It is because
nroduction
t""i
productive forces a.d productive

*^i" ifrr$il Jirii""tio"

in the development of

the

productive forces. To see this advance as the result of interaction between
the "technological and organisational" aspects "on roughly equal terms"
would not in fact help the historian to discover the prime source of
movement of society from primitive communism to class society.
Certainly it would be mechanical materialism which does not see the

effect changes

in the relations of production have on the productive

forces. That connection is put by Stalin as follows:

"While their development [of the productive relations-S. A.]

is

dependent on the development of the productive forces, the relations
of production in their turn react upon the development of the productive forces, accelerating or retarding it" (Di,alcctical anil Histori,cal

between

relations, that he can write:

Malerialism).

..Thedivisionoftheteclrnologicalfromtlreorganisationalsideis
be said to be more
convenient for many purposes, but neither can
fundamental than the other"'

Lilley's view that productive forces and productive relations "interact
on roughly equal terms" leads, I think, to curious results.
Towards the end of his review, he writes:

the class issues
For the same reason, as I point out later' he obscures

"Revolutions, of course, occur when technology outgrows the
existing relations of production and forces a change in them; but
this technological growth was itself made possible by the previous
relations of production."

involved.

SecondlY, LilIeY's hen-or-egg P

be fathered neither on Childe

exist in isolation (except in the ima
the Manchester school of economics
and necessarily involve a given state
They are inseParablY connected'
glt ttris leads us to the crucial issues'
relations' become
Is it true thaL human socicty, social and not animal
Marx' "begin to
nossible only with the develo

iltil;;*h'ir,"-."it"' r"o*

begin to prodwce
p' 7)' 9" Lilley's
gy and organisa-

their means of subsistence . theory rile must consider the "intert
a thousand years
ii".r. "S"t we could contemplate this interaction for

andcomenobit.,","""tounderstandingthetransitionfromanimalto
human societY.
of the productive forces involves and leads to a
The development
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should be possible, on the basis of Lilley's definition, to reverse this
statement with ("roughly") equal truth. It would then read:
Revolutions of course occurwhen the existing relations of production
outgrow technology and forces a change in it; but these relations of
production were themselves made possible by the previous growth of
technology.

Yet these two statements are not at all equal.
Let us agree that feudalism, and the feudal relations of production
were "made possible by the previous growth of technology." But is the
disintegration of feudalism (and the bourgeois revolutions) to be explained by the relations of production outgrowing technology? Again,
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we should certainly agree that the development of capitalist relations
were "made possible by the previous growth of technology." But is it
equally true that the transition from capitalism to socialism (and the
necessity of that transition) can be explained by capitalist relations of
production outgrowing technology?
To misunderstand the "determining" role o[ thc fotces of production
can undoubtedly lead to quite different intcrprctations of historical
development.

u
In his review of the same book, Christopher Hill suggests that
Professor Childe should have brought out more clearly and more
explicitly the conception of class struggle. The historical process, he
wrote, "is not the automatic reflection of blind economic forces. History
is the class struggle." This valuable criticism has not simply been overlooked by Lilley; he has pushed the class struggle even further into the
background.

The conflict between the productive forces and productive relations
has, since the time of primitive communism, expressed itself in class
strugglc.'It is fought out by men in their social classes. To replace these
conceptions by "technological and organisational aspects" distinguished
from each other as "a matter of convenience" is to blur over the economic
basis of the class struggle.
To-day, we see that the further development of the productive forces

is held back by capitalist relations of production and that tlrough

capitalist crisis and war, productive forces (including the working people
and not simply the instruments of production) are being threatened with
destruction. Such is the position of the proleitariat within the capitalist
mode of production that it alone stands at the head of the growing
productive forces; it is its "historical mission" by the seizure of power
to abolish capitalist relations, so that to the growing forces of soci,al
proiluction, there may correspond social ownership. These new relations
of production alone can guarantee the further development of the
productive forces which in turn will bring about still further changes in
society.
The problem created by his own approach is further illustrated at the
end of Lilley's review. IIe writes:

"Of course, there is one great distinction between the means and
relations of production which Prol'cssor Childe is right in stressingnamely that technology seldom slips back, so that technological
history has a certain uni-directional quality about it, whereas changes
in economic relations tend to show something of an oscillatory as well
as progressive character (e.g. in extreme case of change from primitive
communism to class society, and thence to advanced communism).
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But apart from this point, I think it cripples the materialistic view
of history to isolate the technological aspect of the economic basis
from its organisational aspect, and to assert that the former is a
primary motive force and the latter only secondary."

My

tells me that to oscillate means to
argument that the transition from
primitive communism to class soeiety represented a step forward in
technology but a swing backwards in productive relations? Are we to
regard the development of modern socialist relations as a "swing
forward" somehow unconnected (or only accidentally connected) with
the immense growth of the forces of social production? We have in this
argument a formal separation of the forces of production from the
productive relations; a failure to see the inseparability of these two
Concise Onford Dictionary

swing like a pendulum. Is

it Lilley's

aspects.of the mode of production.

If our earlier argument has shown that Lilley has not grasped the
optltosilion of productive forces and productive relations, it is evident

hcre that he has not grasped tbeir unity.
In conclusion: these comments are not made out of any belief that a
set of definitions are a substitute for the painstaking, concrete researches
of the historian, excellent examples of which have been given by Lilley
himself. They are rnade only as contribution to clarifying the funcla-

rnental principles that I consider are involved in Lilley's restatement
of historical materialism'
salr AenoNovrl.c,.
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general tenor of the reviews (The Moilern Quarteily, Yol. 4,
No.
3)
of Y. Gordon Childe's llistory was that the author gave inllsufficient emphasis to the class struggle. To this there will be general assent.
But Dr, Lilley's own argument seems incorrect in several particulars.
His deflnition of the means of production clearly goes beyond the mere
instruments of production, but does it go so far as tlte productive
forces? As the producers themselves are not included in his definition
we can only infer their inelusion from the mention of skills. In fact, Dr.
Lilley's means of production seem to fall between the instruments of
production and the productive forces. Later he says that Childe gives
"undue emphasis to the means of production at the expense of the
mode." IIas he not used "mode" when he meant "r.elations"?
Lilley denies a primary motive force to either the meanS or the
relations of production. Does this not contradict the materialist view of
history, whether Lilley equates the means of production rvith the
instruments of production or the productive forces?

IIe states:
"Man is not merely a tool-making animal who in consequence of
his tool-making takes up eeonomic co-operation."
85
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Engels wrote, "Labour begins with the making of tools,"r and of labour
he had already said-
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"it

is the prime basic condition for all human existence, and this to
such an extent that, in a sense, we have to say that labour created

of Foreigru Pwhliaatiorus
ular interest inasmuch as Bulgaria was
the countrv of south-castern Europe in
which thc iemnants of feudalism were

BULGARIA

soonest swept aside, and in which, there'

man himself."2

fore, crpitalist relations developed in
their clearest form.

Marx writes:
"The use and fabrication of instruments of labour .'. . is specifically
characteristic of the human labour-process, and Franklin therefore
defines man as a tool-making animal."a

Dr. Lilley

goes on

un a wide circulation as a trIarxist

historical journal. Volumc 5, Iil<e pre-

vious volumes' contains articles

on

to say:

"I think it cripples the materialistic view of history to isolate the
technological aspect of the economic basis from its organisational
aspect, and to assert that the former is a primary motive force and the
latter only secondary."
If we turn to Stalin, however, although he emphasises the reaetion of the
relations of production upon the development of the productive forces,
he clearly states that the changes and development of production"always begin with changes and development of the productive
forces, and in the first place, with changes and dcvelopment of the
instruments of production. Productive forces are therefore the most
mobile and revolutionary element of production. First the productive
forces of society change and develop and then, depending on these
changes and in conformity with the?n,4 men's relations of production,
their economic relations change."s

Dr. Lilley's formulation therefore appears incorrect.
May I add a commcnt from a letter by Mr. E. A. Levett with which
entirely agree:

I 878.

A long article bY D. Koseff

examines

the history of the Bulgarian agralian
movcment-in the last two decades of the
nineteenth
ence to the
fhion and

CZECI{OSLOVAKIA
Nooa MysI (
Socialist
Socialist
Dr. Jaro
1949.

brousht out.
Professor R. Karakoloff contributes
an article on the historical materialism

of Dimiter Blagoeff, the father of
Bulsarian socialism, in which he shows
how t'ar in advance Rlagoeff was of such

leaders of the Second International as

I

"The {act that the instruments are primary and the relations are
secondary is no reason for arguing that the former ought to progress

'at a steady rate.' The relations of production intcract with

the
instruments once they have come into existcncc, sometimes progressir.ely, sometimes restrictively."

Jonr H.

kingdom'

PnruB.

Engcls, Tlte Part Played by Labour in the Transilion ltrom Ape to Man (Foreign
Languages Publishing llouse, Moscow,1949), p. fl
z lbiil., p. 5.
3 Karl Marx, Capilal, Vol. 1, p. f59.
a Stalio's italics.
0 J. Stalin, Problems o! Leni,nism (Foreign Languagcs Pul-rlishing llouse, Moscow,

Communist Party-shared many of,thc
errors of the Second International; their
tenden

matic

that

a

result

formation, their schematic and inflexible

1

1947), pp. 585, 586.
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orcsent centurv.
^ The.e and olher articles are of partic'
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as seen by Marxism-Leninism, and the
"new man," Soeialist mah. To ih" dialec_

R.euiew af, Fareigru Puhlicatiarus
outlook has greatly altered after reading the written evidence, "admitting with
joy certain mistakes" and "accepting
the new and impressive details of the

Politieal articles, such as "The Revolu-

tionary Tradition of the Ilungarian

tical materialist man is not the slave
of the laws of nature or of economics,
but "the co-crcator of the history of
humanity, the creator of him#If.,'

People," by Vladimir Kaigl, open up a
whole new page of history about the

results of Soviet agrobiology."
"Proletarian science will develop and
assimilate the best results of bourgeois
science and develop them in its own
way; . . . then to all scientists of good
faith .
it will appear as not only
performing a great work, but as deserving to become the guide to all biclogists."
This is the theme of another article

People's Democracies previously delib-

role in life and literature and the world-

erately lost. I{reibich's "An Important
Chapter from the History of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia" shows
the deep roots of the Czech Communist
Party in the people, There is also up-todate reporting and research into events
in the capitalist world.
R. E. and M. E.

La Nouz;elle Critique (8)-by Darciel,
-in
Dessanti,
and Vassails, ("Bourgeois and
Proletarian Science"); their main points
are that (a) socialist science uses and is
used by the whcle of society in which it

FRANCE

La Pensde (No. 25, July-August)
to Engels'
Dialectics of Nalure, translated (into
opens with the introduction
X'rench

tive, can there exist freedom and

A trenchant article by Jan pachta,
"Against Cosmopolitanism in Our Historical Science," shows how accounts are
being scttled with the remnants of
bourgeois ideology in Czech historio-

graphy and exposes its treatment of Hus

Statistical Reaiew for preaching the

gospel according to

Keynei.

n. e,

Tzsorba is a cultural and political
weekly, publishcd bv the Cenlral Com-

mittee of thc Czeehoslovak Communisl,
Party, and contains articles on all
current lopics from a polil.ieal point of
vicw among which are- some with connding to that of The Modern

ome examples from this

ation of the Republic and its influence
on the downfall of the Austro-Ilungarian
Empire and the attitude of the t9t4-18
allies to a Czech state. Two very important articles by Karel I{osik on the
"Class Struggle in the Czech Revolution
of 1848" show "the Czech proletariat

arising for the flrst time as an inde-

p_endent class" and the Czech trourgeoisie

thrown into the arms of reaction bv its
fear of the proletariat on the one iand

of this

classic.

This is followed by a reprint of the

"fs there a Threat to Scientific
Research?" given by X'rederic Joliotaddress,

Curie to the National Union of In-

tellectuals Iast February.
It seems that 14 milliard francs
(C14,000,000) is the amount allowed f.or
research, 8O per cent. of this going to
"defenee," while 5o per cent. of this at

nature,

Two other scientific articles are "The
Problem of Heredity," by E. Kahane
and V. Nigon; and a critiquc by Schatz-

man of "The Cosrnological Theory of

least is needed to put French science on
its feet.

Milne-Haldane"

policy of false economy, so reminiscent
of pre-war days and their woeful tale of
"astronomical total of milliards mis-

Andrd Parreaux writes a long and enthusiastic review of Aragon's latest novel
Les Communisles: "not mcrely a new

spent

o[

defence,

with the resu]ts

Aragon-a nerv kind of book," he says at
thc beginning; and at the end: "a book
which will most powerfully help us win

we

know.. .."
IIe demands adequate funds and

the battle for peace."
Without going into dctails about

efficient organisation (such as his Atomic

Energy Department has been able to
achieve) and

in

Communistes,

co-operation with the native

is to be the {inal work
of Aragon's series of novels "Le n{onde
Nouveau," and will appear in several
parts, covering the period February,
1939, to January, 1945. The first volume
Tvranga,ise, 1949)

conditions she could be the equal of

almost any country in the field of peace-

S. Tak6d. "The preparatio; foi t[e
National Rising was at the same time
preparation for the victory of February," which guaranteed the final
libcration of Slovakia from its former

atom bomb; "The Results of the Soviet
Discussion on Biology,' (Dr. I. lIAIck).
Ilistorg: A Soviet criticism of thc work

ful

(February to September, 1939) corveys
most movingly the atmosphere of the
painful days of thc Spanish exodus, and
the tension of the time of the Soviet-

research.

Marcel Prenant concludes in this -La
Pensie }l.is series of three articles on
"Ileredity and Environment," in which
he "seeks to show through the examination of several cases a certain number of

German Pact. Characters from lfs

previous books reappear and their lives
are interwoven with many new characters, most of them communists, militants,
lvorkers, intellectuals.
Aragon invitcd readers of his book to
meet him at a hall in Paris and oriticise

points in common between the Mendelian
geneticists and Michurin," at the same
time explaining his views and his leserva-

tions on the Lysenko controversy. At

the end of the article he adds a note that
he has just read the verbatirn report of
the Academy proceedings, and that his
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Zes

it may be mentioned here
perhap's that this book (Bibliothique

the development of the

peoples, as a prerequisite to establishing
French science at a high level. Without
science France cannot livel givcn proper

of the Slovak National Rising," by Ing,

Pensde, 25).
Pensie,

-(La
fn the literary
section of La

Joliot-Curie denounces the official

colonies

are:

exists; (D) it produces a new type of
scientist, a man of the people, working
arnong the people; (c) science acquires a
new raison d'Atre, and. thereby a new
power; (d) socialist science is constantly
expanding in a double sense, in its
contacts with society, and in its evergrowing knowledge and domination ovcr

for the flrst time) from the new

(1948) O.G.I.Z. Moscow edition

and discuss the novel-surely an unprecedented event. La, Nouoelle Crilique
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Marxist theory of capitalist crisis illustrated by J. Winternitz and J. Kuczinski.
The latter shows that, despite the bene-

books, which he claims are an essential
part of the whole.
While Aurd,lien and Les Beauu Qu,arliers show a picture of bourgeois decadence and pessimism with one or two
struggling opponents, Les Communistes,
started at the time of Stalingrad,
breathes optimism and belief in humanity in every page.
Art: Andrd, Fougeron, the formerly

fits accruing from large-scale
as

A unitcd Germany, however, has not
yet arisen to strengthen peace. Ernst

IIoffman, in stressing the importance of
the Soviet "ideological offensive," ably
traces the historic development of
German "cosmopolitanism," and frankly
criticises weaknesses inthe Socialist Unity
Party: it has still to attain undcrstanding
of "the new role of the modern working
class." On othcr pages a tribute to the
true patriotism of the great writer
Thomas Mann and Fritz Heckert's

extract, from a Soviet review, by I.
Blouminc on thc "American Bourgeois

at the Service of the
tr{onopolists." La Normelle Criti,que pfi:lishes the Soviet cconomist Varga's
Elconomists

study of Ernest Thaelmann are reminders of German traditions.
The Septembet AuJbau is so rich in
contcnt (including some interesting
drawings and the conclusion of Lukacs'
strrdy of Goethe's Daust) t}eat we can
only note the width of range shown in

mbst interesting "self-criticism"-

"Against Reformist Tendencies in Works
S.

the articles planned to illustrate the
theme, "freedom of individuality."
The great teaching of Goethe (J. R.

German

monthly journals Dinlrcit and AuJbnu,
their character and aims, has already
appearcd; the present notes deal only
with a single number of each publication.
In the Scptember Einheit the articles
perhcps most striking to English readers
are those reflecting the problems of
eastern Germany, where the advance
towards a new social order has begun
under such complex conditions and
where Marxist thcory has to be turned to
practical account by a working-class

Party largely inexperienced and

1939, immcasurably greater forces
be

rcckoncd with.

Painting," of particular interest in view
of his fairly recent conversion to realism.
Francis Jourdain contributcs "Reflections of en Old Painter."
Economics: Lq, Pensie contains an

GERMANY
A general survey of the

in

of pcacc and socialism have now to

abstract painter, writes an article in Za

F.

rearma-

ment, American monopoly capitalism
cannot thereby solve its post-war crisis.
But if thc way out seems to be by war,

Pensie on "The role of thc 'Subicct' in

on Imperialism,"

R.ewiew

is analysed by E. Gliickauf, and the

reprints the author's answer to his
critics and his explanations of certaih
parts of his book, and of the previous

Becher) and Marx's treatment of huma,n
individuality distorted by class society
(Ernst Bloch) set the key.
Harmonising with it we find the work
and limitations of Freud, Adler and
Jung treated in historic perspective, with
aglance at Sartre (Miiller-Hegemann);

a brilliant description by the late A. S.

Makarenko of his first work among
child delinquents ("Hopcless Cases");
a

study of Henry Fielding and his novels,

with due emphasis on Jonatltan Wild

un-

the

Great and. English society in the period

trained. The Junker estates arc divided
up among the peasantry but the problems of peasantry in relation to pro-

of

"primitive accumulation"; ancl a discussion ofthe development ofthe natural
sciences in Germany up to the present
day, including the relation to material-

letariat remainl thus, Fred Oelssner's
"Lcninism and the Peasant Question"

ism and somc special reference to
r{aeckel'

of urgent
import. "Some Features of Socialist
Industrialisation" (Hanna Wolf) and
"What do We mcan by Planncd Ir'inconvcys theoretical teaching

D. T.

HUNGARY
"Td,rsailalmi Szemle," the theoretical
organ of the Hungarian Working
People's Party (M.D.P.), Budapcst,
May, 1949.
In the May issue of Tdrsadalmi Szemle
there appears among other important

ance?" (Professor Lola Zahn) enumcratc
clear distinctions between capitalist tnd
Socialist characteristics or trends; the

exposition of planned Iinance as tbe
master key is particularly illuminating.
In contrast the position of western
Germany as an American colo[ial area
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articles a study by ;il6dar M6d of "l'he
Five Year PIan and the Transformation

unity with the U.S.S.R. and the other

specific objectivcs, but in the light of its
significance for the building of Socialism

People's Democracies. Thus the Five
Ycar PIan, M6d concludes, must be seen
in the context of the sharpening crisis of
capitalism..and the strengthening of the
Socialist forces. The fight for the PIan
is therefore part of the fight for peace,

Ilungarian capitalism developed with-

sharpening of the anti-imperialist

of llungarian Economy." This is of
particular importance because it analyses
the new Plan, not just in terms of its
in llungary.

in the framework of Austrian imperialism. During the nineteenth century, the power of the big landowners
was buttressed against social changc and
industrialisation retarded. The semi-

colonial character of thc eeonomy in
relation to stronger capitalist states
prevented
industries.

a dcvelopment of the

basic

The Ilungarian ruling classes committed themselvcs more and more
deeply during the inter-war years to
dependencc on foreign powcrs, in
particular on Nazi Germany, This sub-

jection to the Gcnnan economy was
essentially in the same line of devclop-

ment. What economic development
took place in Hungary betwcen 1938
and 1943 was in direct response to the

needs of the Nazi war machine. Indeed,
as nI6d shows very concretely, it was not
so much a development as a more inten-

sive exploitation of Ilungary's economic
fesources.

The Three Ycar Plan which was
launched in 1947 had the central ob-

jective of reconstruction of the cconomy
so as to bring the standard ofliving up to
pre-war. Tlris involved large-scale industrialisation, and has resulted in thc

transformation of llungary ilto an
agrarian-industrial country. As against
this, the new Plan aims at a great leap
forward, which is summcd up in thc
overall aims of an 80 per cent. increase
in industrial output, and a 5O per cent.
increase in the standard of liwing over
pre-war. It is highly significant fbr the
transformation of the economy that the
proportion of heavy industry in the total
wiII rise from 30.8 to 35.1 per cent.
tr'rom this can be seen the overall
signiflcance ofthe PIan for the industrialisation of the country. 'Ihis aspect will
be paralleled by the projected develop-

for tbe

defence

of

democracy and the

struggle'

J. J.
ITALY

The editorial to the first number of the
new series of Societa (May-June, 1947)
brings out clearly the special problems
that faee l\{arxist intellectuals in Italy.

masses are either semi-literate or
illiterate. The industrial worker, who has
lelt school at fburteen, has almost no
facilities for fur:ther study. The fascist
rCgime kilted the "people's univcrsities"
which had grown up in the period after
the 1914-18 War; adult education and
even adequate public Iibraries arc lack-

The

has

ls in
who

last

war, attracted round him a group of
phitosophcrs and mcn of lettcrs. Tlris is
ieflected in thc seholarly eharacter ofthe

contributions to Societa and in the
thoughtfulness of the discussions. An'
othei Marxist quarterly, Stud;i Filosofici,
is devoted to philosophy, ethics, political
science. No wonder that Marxist intellectuals in Italy should be preoccupied
with the protrlem of bridging the gap

between the intellcctuals and the

knowledgc of
either cannot
r reading. One

thinks of the tremendous effort that has
been made in the U.S.S.R, to overcome

illiteracy. Ccntral and southern Italy
would demand an cffort on the sarne
seale.

Another diffcrence between England

and'Italy is that for historical rcasons
Italian culture is literary rather than
scientific.

ments in agriculture, which, by greatly
raising output and productivity, are an
essential condition of indrrstrialisation.
Finally, M6d stresses that the implemcntation of the Plan involves the
elimination of remaining elcments of
reaction. It mcans the forging of closer

In the twentieth century

the

Marxists or s;mpathisers. As Marxists,

9l

lR.ewiew alf

1fke N[oderya QwmrtertSt
they belicve in the possibility of buikl-

ing up a new culturc to replace bourgeois
culture. As l\{arxists, however, they ore
experimental in their method a,nd realist
in their approach. Therefore they do not
aim at creating "a new culture." Instead,
they have two objccts: (l) to criticise
the shortcomings and failures of bourg-

cois ideology, stressing, especially, its
idealism and its cscapism, and its
tendency to fall back into a narrow
provincialism rather than grapplc with
the social and economic facts of contemporary lifc; (2) to dcmonstr:rtc the
effectiveness of llarxism as er rnethod:
"We intend to show Nlarxism alive and
active, both in the problcms that it
treats and in the method by which it

thcir own h:lnds. Whcn thc workers
bccornc tlrc rulcrs, as in the Soviet
Union, tlrcy rtt'cd *r, philosophy flt for

a Catholic Ptrty in Poland on thc model
of the crtholic ientre Patties in ['rance,

United States of the World," "World

Government," and, he adds, even "The

United Nations." The original aim of
U.N,O, was not only the preservation

oft

1949.

but
eign

rulcrs. (lrlunsci points to the role of the
Conrrrtrrrist lirlrty in bringing together

thcory and practice and crcating

a
monolithic in place of a class-divided
culture. In a second note, Gramsci
discusscs the revolutionary element in

nlachiavclfi's Frince. Thc prince is

a

symbol, dcsigncd to embody the collective will of the people and to rally them

treats them. And the method will be the
more l\Iarxist in so far as it studies the
facts and keeps close to expcricnce,"

to

Socfcla rcfuses to indulge in vague
polemic and in opposing Marxist to
idealist formulations. It will only discuss
general principles in dealing with a
problcm after a preliminary e{Iort of
research and observation. Ilcre the
editorial cluitns that Societa, is carrying
on the revolutionary tradition of thc
Ilisorgimento and is devcloping thc most

promising sidc of Italian culture.
"Naturally, the centre of our intcrests
is in history. The u,orld for l\Iarxists is a
historical world. l'he elements in Italian
culture most alive to-da1, 216 historical
studies, although historians have revcrtcd
to the lirnited arrd abstract traditions of
the old hrrmanist learning, purclyrhetorical and litcrary." The idealist historians
themselves, who made progress in so far
as they were historians and not idcalists,

had owed much to l\{arxism.

common man to-day tends to be the
mechanical dcterminism of eighteenthcentury philosophers. This has had a
progressive rolc in the past: it gives
endurance and resignation in the face of
suffering and oppression, It does not
teach thc workcrs to ftrke their fatc into

Fareigru Puhniaatiorus

labour movemcnt in Italy.

(March-

April, 1047.) It is a well-documented
piccc of historical research, showing

how undcr thc impact of industrialism
the workcrs organised themsclvcs first in
mutual bencfit societies and then passed
to political action of a new kind.

English readers on the look-out for

comparisons will note that the active
nucleus of thc labour movemcnt in Italy
was republican and rationalist and anticlerical. Any student of Italian socialism
or communism or indeed of ninetecnth-

for thc backwardness of Italian
ina,dequate

staff, lack of specialisation, fcw modern
buildings) in compa,rison with cither the
Anglo-Saxon countries or thc U.S.S.R.,
and calls for a drive to arouse public
opinion to cre:rte adequate library facilities as an indispensable rneans to cducating the pcoplc. Also A. Donini on Church
and Stl,tc in l'ola,nd sincc the liberation.

problem oI ltow to bring the plilosophy
of an ilitc to the masses, in its historical
context. IIe discusses the rclutions
between thc intcllectuals and the masses
in the Catholic Church and in the "ngc
of enlightennrcnt." The philosophy of
the ilite pcrcolates down in timc, to
becornc tlrc "common sense" of the mln
in thc street. The common sense of the

Tlre Vtticcn has lost ground in onc of the
most Catholic couutries in Europc owing
to its rcactionary and pro-Nazi policies.
l'hc Prirnate of Poland hirnsclf decltrred
10tr8, in f:lvour of the tra,nsfer
of Gerrnan population from Wcstern

in June,

Poland after this had been dcnounced as
an utrocity by thc Pope. The Polish

Govcrnmeut permitted thc formation of

92

so objectivc an account

ments of thc new Poland sympathetic-

more freedom in Poland.

In

each case,

the writcr says, there is a sacrifice of
indivirlual frecdom for the sake of the
national good, whether it be foreign
policv oi cconomic stabilitY. The

ik"t"ircs of mcrnbers of the Polish lrrlded
aristocracy who have acceptcd t-he
democra.ti-c regime and are working for

tion possible. The pltrns for World

Goverirmcnt have scrved as thc ideology

most powcrful nation in it the decisive
voicc and thus overriding the individual

century Itulian history should look
through Socicta: the historical papers

reasons

in prison (aftcrwards published in book
form). Grarnsci rcflects on thc kcy

think that

of the new Poland h:ls comc from
acadernic circlcs in England. The writer
describcs the problems and achieve-

Among other contributions may be

libraries (untrained and

plan with strikitrg fldelity. It'irst come
extracts from Gramsci's notes writtcn

do not

noted G. Manacorda on the origin ofthe

contemporary problems, F. Ilarberi on
the "permanent crisis" of ILllian libraries. He explains the social and historical

Societa

G. Devoto, Polonitt, Florence, 1947' I

action.

are too mony to enumcrate.
I should pick out, among the studies of

thetcfore confronts the actual problems
of contempora,ry Italian culturc, taking
account of Italian history and linking
itself with thc progressivc tendencies in
that history.
The papcrs in Societa carry out the

who

the masscs. I\Iarxism htrs to be prcsented
in concrete terms and yet it mttsb not

"harden into a dogma." Thcre must be
constant criticism and dcvelopment.

The currcnt number of

Rinascita

Dr. r\Iuszkat

(June, 1949) has a papcr by P. lngrao'
i'1'owards a, Clerical Totalitarianism,"

Mittel-Dur
and urgcs

Democratic
weakness of
points to the

nations of

on the Juue

session

secs

the lincal descendant of

of

peacc and

right-wing to

As in Britain, there has recently been
in Poland of the funcin socicty, the
the number of
of the examination system. Professor Jozcf Chalasinski
in his-article, "The Reform of llumanis-

much discussion

POLAND

WsPdlczesna
M31sl
"

(grylVYro,O'U
Thoughtj Warszaua-E6df, Nos. 6-7,
June-Julv. 1949.

In this isiuc Dr. Marian

1\Iuszkat

hool of Imperialism" (pp.

36f -8O)'

tic Studies" (pp. 273-95), which he makes
clear represents his own views, agrees
s,ith Sii Walter ]\'Ioberly that the atom-

contributes an article entitled "Cosmomlitanisnt in the Law of Nations as a

isation of learning, wittr the result

that there is no common
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ILeuiew of Foreigru Fublicat'iorus
Party, V. Karra (No. 2) summarises the
stages tluough which the struggle for

yourrg Sor:i:ulist Statcs of to-day and of
the lirtru't'. l\Inny striking documents
I'rurn I lrr, 1x.rr of Lenin nnd Stalin enhance
l,lrc vrrlrrr.ol thc articlc.
Nr';rrlv five months elapsed between
l lrr. rLppt:trance of No. I and No. 2 of the
jorrrrrrrl: a gap caused by a profound
rlislrrssion within the ranks of Soviet
lristotians precisely on expressions of

the creation of a Pcople's Democr:rcy in
Rumania has passcd since 1944.
The strugglcs of the peoples of the
West are dealt with at length in detailed

articles by I'. llanova (No. l), "l'he
January Struggles in Berlin in 1919";
N. Surin (No. 2), "The Resistance l{ovement in France in 1942-3 and dc G:rulle";
and N. Lavrov (No. a), "The Agrarian
Qucstion in the Mcxicln ltcvolrriion of

lxrurgeois ideology-cosnropolitanism

lurd colourless, non-partisan "objectiv-

ism"-rvhich have in recent

years
appeared among them, in such spheres as

l9ro-r7."
R, Yuriev, in a short survey of pubIished French and German rnaterial,
provides a timely remindcr of "British
and Ir'rench Prep:r,rations for Attacking
the Sovict Union from the South in
1930-40" (No. 2). He draws the conclusion that the plan for such an
attack originated in 1939 some months
be.fore the war with Germany; tlrat the
British and French Governmcnts act-

historiography (artificial detachment of

historical schools from the

academic dcpartment,

bu[ an

aware-

university educ:rtion, but those who do
not.. I'hc.University lrus a responsibility
to the citizens bcyond its wulti, who arL
reaclred by cultuial workers in the field

concrete

historical process, the class struggle, in
which they grew up), history of Russian
culture (main emphasis on borrowing
from and "influence" of Western civilisation), modern world history (uncritical

rcpetition of American and British

historians), etc. An editorial in
No. 2 deals at length with this problem;
another, in No. 3, treats of the "tasks of
Soviet historians in the sphere of modern
history"; and a third, in No. 4, of what is
expected of Soviet Orientalist historians.
M. I(im, in No. 3, makes a careful
study of Stalin's works as a guide to thc
history of the Soviet multi-national

State-a topic on which Stalin

ively developcd this plan, particularly

after !-inland surrendercd in

has

developed lVlarxist thcory and practice
immcnsely since Lcnin first wrote of him
as "our marvellous Georgian," prccisely
bccause of the new ground he broke in
his first work in Russian on the national
question (1918).
A number of articles on the history of
the peoples of eastern ltrurope providc
important contributions to thc under-

standing

R. F" L.

of their advancc to

Democracy. A. Schnitman (No.

Berezrry in No. 4), The first articlc bcgins

with a sbort account of the

People's
makes

the Ca,ntonese "compradore" bourgcoisic
with gunboats and ultimatums.
Another brilliant success of tlte Transport House variety of Socialism is des-

l)

available printed matter showing the
influence of the Russian revolutionary
movement between 1885 and 1903 on
the evolution, during those years, of the

cribed at length by N. Somin in "The
Meerut Trial in India and thc Colonial
Policy of the Labour Party" (No. 3).
A. R.

Bulgarian "Narrow" Marxists-fbrerunners of the Bulgarian Communist
prescnt ycar available rrp to the timc of
wr-iting, the following may bc noted.

No. I printcd a"series of hithcrto
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shamelul

part played by thc lirst Labour Government of 1924 in supporting the counterrevolutionary insurrectionary forces of

an interesting and extensive study of

U.S.S.R.

trIarch,

that operations were timed to
begin in June thtrt year, He docs not
sccm to krrow tlre very relevant data
given two years later by Philip Jordan
irrhis Russian Glorg,
It is of particulnr intcrcst just now to
read detailcd studies of the role during
the Chinese Rcvolution of 7925-7 of
British imperialism (R. Vyatkin in No.
3) and of American imperialism (L.
1940; and
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Alan Bush is Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of
l\{usic and is President of the Workers' Music Association.
Geoffrey Clark graduated

in History in thc Univcrsity of London

and is at present studying at thc Institutc of Education.

The Rea, Stanley Eoans is an extra-mural lectulcr undcr Oxford
University and is Chairman of thc British-Soviet Society.
Douglas Garman since 1942 has been responsible for thc educational work of the Communist Party.
Joan Simon has been an educational journalist and has written
sevcral pamphlcts on educational subjects.
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